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 SPECIAL ARTICLES

 Politics of Diversity
 Religious Communities and Multiple Patriarchies

 Kumkum Sangari

 Tlhis essav reviews thle current debate between maintaining religion-based personal laws anad inistitutinig a uniJorm
 civil code in the conitext of getnder inequality antd Hin1dul nmajoritariatnis. It challenges the assumnptions otn which

 positiotis that (Idvocate legal p)ltralisnm and defend personal laws have based their case.
 The essay cargutes that prevailing niotions of community are bUreauicratic, redluctive, static anld essentialist atnd

 defeat their own declared objective of nainttaining social pluralism, critiqcues the ennmeshiing of religious conmnmunity
 with personazl laws as a formo f ntietw orientalisni that is both patriarchal actnl ideologically laden, anld argues against

 positions advocatitg reformn of personal lawts by state or community.
 The auithor critiques i(leologies of cultural diversity that rest ont assumnption.s of discrete honiogeneoLus conmnmuntities,

 otn religioni as the singular axis of diversity, otn a conflation of religioni, cuiltutre antd patriarchies, and otn a conifusion
 of sociail disparity wz'ith diversit. a, as all bein,g inicapalb)le of reckoning wvith existing cultural diversity.

 The concIlucditng section of the essay argues agaitnst the perception of religion or religio-legal systenms as the sole

 determinant of patriarchies. Patriarch ies cut accross all l)rinmordial prinlciples of social orgacnisatioln, call into question
 the very pr-iniciple of demnarcatinig communiiiiiiities and personal laws that prevails at presetnt and cacnnot be fought
 fronm 'withini' by an1 idenititariapi politics. Multiple vet overlapping patriarchies should iun1derpiti new comnln)oz laws
 that take itnto accounlt existitng axes of social differentiation even (is they traniscend such differences in the realm

 of rights. New laws mulist etncouir(age a geniuine religiouis plurality and( be based otn both the differetices and overlaps

 betweent existing patriarchies. Inialieblable rights for all wonien miulst he establislhed wvhile a tnewv type of legal

 particularisnm shoul(d be intstitutted responding to thle situational specificities of patriarchal arranigemetts.

 [The paper is published in two parts. The second part will appear next weck.]

 Introduction

 SHOULD religion-based personal laws be
 maintained or should a unitorm civil code
 be instituted'? The debate stretches back to
 the colonial period, and was prominent in
 nationalist and early feminist agendas in the
 1940s and 1950s. It is one of the most

 fraught and urgent issues at present, in part
 because gender justice has not yet been
 written into the law, and in part because

 following on the Shahbano judgment the
 BJP not only appropriated this demand for
 a uniform civil code, but also reshaped it
 as a weapon with which to attack the
 continuance of Muslim personal law. By
 now, the question ot a uniform civil code
 is so overdetermined by communalism that
 it tends to appear mainly as a device in the
 hands of Hindu majoritarianism, even
 though the deployment ot this device on
 their part is manitfestly more rhetorical than
 substantive. At present the Hindu right is
 busy occupying most available positions on
 the uniform civil code including some
 hitherto liberal and feminist platforms.
 However, though they mimic some of the
 liberal and feminist arguments defending
 a uni')rm civ il code and rest their case on
 'genderjus'ice' and 'secul.lrism',their anti-
 Muslim bias is pronounced, and a closer
 examination reveals that their version of

 gender justice is no more than a pragmatic
 design for a moderate Hindutva.' Clearly,
 as an anti-Muslim party whose past and

 future existence. mainly depends on
 Hindutva, the BJP does not have the right
 to draft a uniform civil code.

 However, the sequence of events that
 have increasingly communalised the issue
 has led feminist groups themselves into
 taking opposing positions. In the present
 political climate the fact that feminist groups
 had only a few years ago undertaken
 campaigns against the rapes of Mathura and
 Rameezabi without pausing to ascertain
 their denominations, seems remote if not
 subsumed by the present emphasis on
 discrete religious identities; while any
 insistence on the desirability of political
 solidarities across religious lines is now
 liable to be dismissed as an extinct species
 of naive secular idealism.

 The issue has to be addressed with
 precision because gender justice remains a

 desired horizon, though the means of its
 legal institution have become controversial.
 Further it has to be addressed in ways that
 do not surrender to the present ideological
 rationale of the Hindu majoritarian right for
 a uniform civil code: an aggressivc anti-
 Muslim agenda that takes shelter under the

 insignia of a unified nation. The Hindutva
 notion of a 'unified nation' is both

 increasingly used as and perceived to be a
 code for Hindu supremacy and Muslim
 incorporation. However, in my view, the
 political and theoretical ground for a
 rejection of the Hindutva version of 'unified
 nation' will have to be different from the
 now fashionable post-modernist diatribes

 against the 'nation' and 'unity' per se.
 These provide neither a determinate answer
 to communalism nor a solution for gender
 inequality.

 Among the numerous positions on the
 issue, those that are explicitly or implicitly
 based on some degree of genuine concern
 for gender justice and secularism, range
 from briefs for legal uniformity to versions
 of legal pluralism. Legal uniformity is
 crudely posed as a 'melting down' or pot-
 pourri of personal laws into a 'composite'
 uniform civil code that will be a means for
 social unification, communal harmony and
 (implicitly or explicitly) national unity. Or.
 it is posed in a more nuanced way as a
 uniform civil code that can be gradually
 instituted with the consent of minorities;
 in this view, genderjustice is seen to depend

 on legal uniformity, and uniform access to
 secular laws to be a precondition for
 democracy. On the other hand, those
 committed to the present form of legal
 pluralism envisage a reform of personal
 laws 'from within' (and in a more extreme
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 form, the institution of self-legislating
 communities) or a reform of personal laws
 from 'above', that is by the state. These
 reforms are envisaged in three overlapping
 ways - making all personal laws consonant
 with gender equality as enshrined in the

 Constitution, reforming all of them along
 'unitorm' principles of gender justice, or
 making different packages of genderjustice
 within each personal law. Most of these rely
 in different degrees on re-interpretation of
 religious texts, while some perceive such
 reforms as a prelude to the uniform civil
 code. Finally, in an an eftort to reconcile
 the existing legal pluralism with a desired
 unity, some advocatc working towards an
 extended set ot gender-just common laws
 that can coexist (either tor the time being
 or indefinitely) with personal laws; here
 more concrete proposals have been made

 fo, tommon secular laws on joint matri-
 monial property and domestic violence.

 There are a number of assumnptions, often
 less explicit than these articullated positions,
 that are nevertheless vital to their
 formulation. The case for legal uniformity,
 for example, rests on uniformity as
 signifying a consolidated nationhood, social
 homogenisation and harmony as well as
 democracy, legal equality and individual
 rights for women. By contrast, the
 assumptions on which the case for legal
 pluralism rests include a presumed
 antagonism between the religious
 community and the nation-state, the right
 of 'communities' to their own laws, the
 presupposition that personal laws are tied
 up with religious belief, and a tacit division
 of public and private. Legal pluralists also
 assume (or argue) that uniform laws will
 be an agency ot homogenisation, that the
 preservation of social plurality or cultural
 diversity depends on maintaining personal
 laws, that gender justice need not depend
 on legal uniformity. and that women
 struggling tor justice canniot unite across
 religious divisions.

 The case for legal pluralism is further
 overdetermined by a confluent current of
 theoretical tendencies that seek to unsettle
 all florms of homogen isation associated with
 nationalism, the nation-state, derivatives of
 European enlightenment and rationality
 such as a 'unif'ied legal subject'; to establish

 diversity or heterogeneity I)er se as a value,
 and to re-esconce the notion of 'community'
 - mostly religious community - as the
 privileged social project especially for
 countries formerly subject to colonialism
 and at present to an equally rapacious form
 of 'globalisation'. This influential,
 transnational academic discourse is
 appealing for, and finds a resonance with
 several intellectuals: on the one hand those

 committed to anti-modernity types of
 indi^genism. and on the other with those
 whose own critique of the Indian state has

 comne from a different kind of political

 experience of the growing delegitimation
 of the Indian state (its authoritarian
 suppressions in Punjab, Kashmirand Assam,
 asubsequent cynicism about all state-centred
 solutions, as well as a corollary and
 justifiable suspicion about enlarging the
 areas of the state'sj urisdiction over persons),
 but is now compounded by a loss of
 confidence in the historic left agendas for
 the transformation of such states.

 As regards legal uniformity, we need to
 address a number of issues that are usually
 elided: Is it not the case that the present
 conception of the uniform civil code itself
 replicates some of the very assumptions
 that form the basis of the personal law? Is
 a conception of uniform laws possible that
 can truly take into account the existing
 social stratifications and heterogeneities?
 Do we at all require an idea of nationhood
 based on legal assimilation and uniformity?
 In what ways may it be possible to recuperate
 its more positive aspects - namely, the desire
 to procure secular, democratic and equal
 rights for women - without duplicating its
 problems?

 Meanwhile, three types of issues are raised

 by legal pluralism. One set centres on
 religion and community, involving a whole
 host of specific concepts of religion,
 community, public and private domains,
 etc, that underpin the defence of personal
 laws and culminate in posing an intractaible
 opposition between individual rights and
 primordial 'community' rights. A major
 question that gets suppressed or elided here
 is simply this: why, it' gender justice is

 commonly desired, should it be sought
 within the framework of separate personal
 laws? This elision involves at least two sets

 of contlations: of law with religion iind
 belief on the one hand, and of women with
 religion, belief and community on the other.
 The argument is usually sought to be clinclhed
 by questioning the legitimacy of the state
 as a source of laws for women, that is. by
 pitting 'the community' against 'the state'
 in such a way that though women remain the
 object of legislation for both, 'community'
 is nevertheless presumed to be a more
 reliable or intimate legislative authority.

 A second set of questions emerge from
 prevailing notions of legal pluralism. These
 notions have a broader significance since
 they are implicated in the very terms which
 seek to define cultural diversity in India:
 they often tend to presume that religion is
 the singular, or at least the privileged, axis
 of this cultural diversity and that this so-
 called cultural diversity is synonymous with
 or dependent on legal pluralism. Feminists
 need to interrogate these assumptions and
 discuss the dangers that prevailing ideologies
 of religious community and cultural
 diversity present for women as well as .the
 implications these ideologies have f'or
 f'eminist theory as it confronts the nature
 of the divisions among women. Finally,

 another triad of questions arises from legal
 pluralism: (a) the problematic relation of
 laws, both uniform and personal, to specific
 types of social homogenisation and social
 plurality; (b) the nature of existing
 patriarchies and whether they are to be
 opposed through legal pluralism or legal
 uniformity; and (c) the possible relations
 of feminist theory and strategy to particular
 types of homogeneity and plurality.

 The opposition that has been set up
 between personal laws and a uniform civil
 code is so manichean and politically
 peremptory that even the earlier ideal/idea
 behind the uniform civil code - as an

 enquiry into the possibility of gender
 equality, democratic rights and full access
 to equitable laws regardless of denomination

 -cannot be recuperated without altering the
 terms of the debate. Such manichean
 dualities can be undone only if the stake
 isneither 'community' nor 'state' butgender
 justice as a principle and as social horizon -
 whether this is to be striven for through new

 sorts of legal homogeneity or through legal
 pluralism, or, even through legal pluralism
 accompanied by a hitherto unavailable
 freedom of choice for women. I propose
 to discuss the aforementioned issues as a
 way of clearing the ground in order to shift
 the terms of the debate.

 As these issues indicate, the question of
 personal law hinges crucially and
 connectedly on notions of community,
 religion, state and cultural diversity, and
 the compatibility of each of these with
 genderjustice. In the first part of the paper
 I will take up these in the form of a critique
 of the extant ideologies of religious
 community, of personal laws and their
 reform by either community or the state.
 In the second part of the paper, I will discuss
 the ideology of cultural diversity and sketch
 an alternative notion of cultural diversity
 through a discussion of religious pluralism
 and legal pluralism, and then present a
 preliminary analysis of multiple and
 overlapping patriarchies in the last section.
 Religious and legal pluralism alongside
 multiple yet overlapping patriarchies are in
 my view crucial co-ordinates in rethinking
 the question of gender justice outside the
 constrictive opposition between personal
 laws and a uniformn civil code; a fresh
 understanding of these can help to formulate
 a material basis for new laws.

 A substantial part ol my essay discusses
 the concept of religious community for a
 number of reasons. Firstly, in various ways
 this concept underpins the defence of
 personal laws and plays into some liberal
 and majoritariain projects for a uniform
 civil code; in turn, the academic and the
 political discourses which privilege the idea
 of community are moulding and even setting
 the parameters for the present debate on
 laws. Secondly, community claims are not

 confined to minoritie.s but a central feature
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 of pan-Indian Hindu majoritarianism.
 Thirdly, the prevailing definition of
 community is so reductive, static and
 essentialist that a defence of community in

 the name of social pluralism defeats its own
 declared objective of maintaining cultural
 diversity.

 I believe that a fteminism which is based
 on a critique of biologism and of the sexual

 division ot labour rests, definitionally, on
 the right to chosen political affiliation, and
 privileges social identities (as the terrain
 of contest, aift'irmnation or remaking) above
 birth-bound ones; it cannot flirt uncritically
 with priniordialism. Primordial claims
 cannot be a fteminist principle because they
 are a principle of irrevocable division and
 will divide women by region, caste, religion
 and race. We can only take principled
 positions on the basis of non-primordial
 collectivities

 Thus, if it is true that religious community
 is at present to some extent a political
 identity (though an exclusionary one), it is

 equally true that there are political
 collectivities that do not insist on or trade
 in either the primacy or the exclusivity of
 primordial identities. In fact, most political
 parties appeal even now to identities other
 than the religious; so do numerous
 organisations and movements involving
 women, peasants, and workers. Women's
 struiggles within left-democratic frameworks
 rest on a view of women as bearers of a
 distinct political identity and a community
 of interests neitherprimordial nor biologistic
 nor exclusive of class or cultural claims.
 Should we strengthen these political arenas
 where religious affiliations can be
 downplayed or should we, as present
 communitarian-identitarian and communal
 politics would prefer, force them to remould
 ordiscard theiragendas in favourof religious
 communities?

 Arguments that uphold the 'autonomy'
 of personal law and place the onus of reform
 on internal change within a minority
 community, as I will show, rest on a
 thoroughly and dangerously ideological set
 of interrelated assumptions: the problems
 of Muslim women appear to arise from
 Islaim acnd personal law, religion and
 patriarchly appeair to he absolutely identical,
 Muslims are decontextuailised by being
 presenited ats living in their 'owni' world, a
 world sustained by religious differences
 alone. In fact, much more than Muslim

 personal law goes into making up the
 oppression andl inequality of' a patriarchy,
 and all of that is at work lor non-Muslim
 women as well. The commnunalist intensi-
 ficaition of reliaious differences, and the
 increasiing primiacy of religion as an analytic
 category for a section of the non-communal,
 well-intentioned intelligentsia. aire both
 tendiing to veil this common reallity as well
 as to dSisprlace egaulitalrialn strulggle.s awgainst
 patlri arch ies.

 The most reprehensible and communal
 form that a projected uniform civil code has
 taken is replete with majoritarian and
 'Hindu' nationalistassumptions - this holds
 up the reformed Hindu personal law as an
 exemplary model for minorities to imitate.
 However, most secular projections of the
 uniform civil code are also problematic:
 they have replicated the personal laws in
 significant ways, or have set out to solve
 the 'problems' raised by personal laws on
 the same terms. A uniform civil code
 envisaged as either a melting down of all
 personal laws into a commnon mass, or as
 a composite code drawn from what is 'best'

 in each religion are far from useful; both,
 as formulas for national unity, rest on a
 homogenisation of patriarchies and replicate
 the community assumptions of personal
 laws. Projected uniform civil codes are
 usually formulated as a replacenment for
 personal laws, and intended to fill the saime
 space these occupy, a problematic space
 that rehearses a principle of legal division

 on the lines of public and private domains.
 Finally, projected uniform civil codes have
 by and large replicated the reductiveniess
 of personal laws in not reckoning with
 heterogeneity or plurality save as a matter
 of levelling. As such, the new laws can best
 realise their secular and egalitarian aims
 and premises only if they are conceptually
 different from the uniform civil code in the
 way it has so far been projected.

 The struggle for legal rights for women
 is a product of earlier and common struggles
 for equality: they are neither a project of
 community cohesion nor a project of
 national and social unification. Thus
 personal laws and most projections of the
 uniform civil code have been tied not only
 in a binary but also a symbiotic relation that
 has stifled, even detlected, a reappraisal of
 laws in their entirety.

 My own position, arrived at through a
 questioning of certain prevailing notions ot
 heterogeneity and specific forms of
 homogenisation, is in favour neither of
 personal laws nor of a uniform civil code
 as it is presently projected; rather, it rests
 on ditferent conception of both homogencity
 and heterogeneity - that is. a notion of
 coinmon laws that catn take into account the
 multiple existing axes of social differenti-
 ation in India even as they trainscend such
 diftferences in the realm of rights. I envisage
 a set ol universal and inalienable rights for
 all women accompanied by a legal
 particularism that is determined neither by
 religion, community, nor tor that matter by
 the present categorisation of family laws.
 hut, situationally, in terits of legal provisions
 designed to address the speciticities of
 patriarchal arrangements. While we should
 adopt a strategy whiicl does not isolaite
 minorities, it is naiive to imagine that tiny
 change would occur without conflict with
 paltriarchal interests: such interests awrc by

 no means the monopoly of minorities but
 are spread across religions. However, I amn
 not pre-senting a finalist solution. Rather,
 I am attempting to establish the analytic

 parameters for a common directionality as
 well as a fresh starting point for devising

 new laws which I will detail at the end of
 the essay. There has to be a participation
 of women across caistes, classes and

 denominations in deciding what new

 common laws should look like, and the
 results of that are not a foregone conclusion.

 I

 Religious Community: A Critique

 The conception of community that
 underpins many of the positions committed

 to the continuation of personal laws is quite
 tendentious. In this conception community
 is static, fixed and primordial; religious ties
 are privileged above all other primordial
 ties of kinship, language, region, caste or
 custom; birth-bound vertical bonding on
 primordial religious lines is further
 privileged above thalt based on class,
 contiguity, occupation. and certainly above
 that based on chosen forms of collectivity;

 the maintenance ot religious communities
 appears to be the favoured social project
 primarily for non-European countries that
 were formerly subject to soome form of
 colonialism. This is accompanied by a
 complementary conception of religion as
 inert, self-standing, isolated from social
 processes and from other religions - a
 conception that rests on a naive conflation
 of faith and community. My objectionis to
 these are both historical and political.

 (I) COMMUNITIES, CLA.Ss FORMATrION ANND THE

 FLUIDITY 01 Rl.IGIONS

 It is well established that present daiy
 community claims are unarguably modern

 and mutable. I want, to stress tle (coltria-
 dictorY logics of (comlllunit O fi0rlntiOn1,
 especially in northern Indii - a feature
 seldom acknowledged by those who believe
 that politically def'ined communities are
 here to stay. Not only does the uc ot the
 category 'community by itself constitLute
 a severe analytic redJuction, but its own
 history ensures thiat it can neither be
 abstracted Irom class nor be uscd to displace
 claiss witlh culture'. Tlhe specific
 development of capitatllsm within acolonial
 political economy, paradoxically provided
 the imperative both for makinig new
 communities and for disintegratino carlier
 communities based on religions, casites and
 jatis, while it also set up a dialectic between
 cla.4s and community ais avenues tor social
 mobility and recognition from the colonial
 state. Community claims were becoming a
 tried and tested path both to mobility and
 tor bargaining,.I One tfeature of even a
 partial emhourgeoisement was c:utting free
 trom recip)rocal. paltterned and ritual
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 relations with low castes, comnbined with

 a belief that community prosperity and
 organisation could be vectors of class
 mobility and/or retention of status and class
 power; in practice too the cross-hatching
 relation between class and community
 determined entitlements, property,
 authority, education and jobs.' In the
 nineteenth century a variety of social
 processes helped to constitute a double pull
 and a tense logic of class formation and
 community claims: census and
 administrative operations, forms of legal
 c(xiification, avenues of upward mobility
 for individuals as well as through caste or
 denominational clusters, thalt is a cross-
 class bonding which undercut individuation.

 The combinations of class format(ion and
 community claims were especially evident
 in the redefinition of major religions in
 ninetcenth century northern India. The
 structural similarities of relorm movements
 that were thrown up by what was a common
 historical process, are themselves an
 indication of t li cdl luent and contradictory
 imperatives of class and community. Not
 only was there a visible complementarity
 in reform movements but the re-formation
 of major religions in the north was virtually
 amirroring process.The assertion ol identity
 by new elites, the removal of syncretic
 elements that drew on more than one
 religious system or 'bridged' a variety ot
 religions, the excision of popular forms of
 worship, and the 'purification' of religions,
 the insistence on discrete marriage and
 funeral rites. the new obsession with
 scripturalism/textuallism: the attempt to
 establish and f'unction through voluntairy
 associations, educational institutions and
 the popular press: the policing ot boundaries
 by religious spokesmen in a tacit hut
 unspoken relation of mutuality and
 reciprocity with each other; their matching
 visions of uniformity as a principle of
 community cohesion - aU these bespoke a
 roughiv similar notion of religious
 community though in each case the rcligioin
 was ditterent. (The structures of
 Christianisation, Islamicisation and
 Sanskritisation were remarkably similair
 though their respective etiquettes and
 modalities difltered.) At thc same time these
 very similarities revealed thait religious re-
 formations were at once cross-cut,
 overdetermined aind shaped ait their deepest
 levels by class formation, that common
 class and caste anxieties were underwriting
 religious iissertions. A looic of' ca.ste was
 also at work within this proccss. In the late
 nineteenth cenitury in the norlh, it wa.s often
 upwardly mobile middllc castes who niot
 only universalised a selective version ot
 brahminical texts and domesitic ideologies.
 achieving a certain levelling ot high. upper
 castc culture by maikin it less high and
 more commonoly availalble itn print, but who
 were the most strident in their self-

 distantiation from lower castes. Excising
 lowercaste/class elements and makingcastc-
 based communities were equally implicated
 in class mobility. Thus class mobility
 occupied evcry stage (being prior to, part
 of as well as product ot) ot lhe lormation
 of communities based on caste orjati and
 religion.J

 This process of the formattion of mo(lern
 urban classes and the re-tormation of

 religions was at one level consonant with
 British policy. One push to form aind redel'ine
 groups and commlunities came from the
 typologies of British adminiistraitivc
 categorisation which produced discr ete,
 well-formed bureaucratically negotiable
 units.' that in fact could only reproduice
 themselves hy repressing all kinds of less
 easily definable diversity. However, despite
 the confluence of forces, homogenising
 attempts succeeded only in segmcntary
 ways.

 Hindu, Muslim and Sikh identities in the
 nineteenth century were plucked out of a

 far morc shifting and rgultiple field of
 practices in the north. Normative elements
 and orthodoxies already existed in the
 eighteenth centuiry - these now took a new
 shape and stridency and occupied new social
 locales.' And yet. despite this, denomi-
 national ca.tegories retained varying degrees
 ol amorphousness. both in social perception
 and as legatl categories: Braihmo Samajis,
 sikhs,Jains,and Buddhists,etc, were 'Hinduis'
 for some hut not for others. Hinduism,

 Sikhism and Islaim were all in-the-making
 through similar strategies aind of'ten with
 similair aims, preoccupied with the
 Hinduisaitioni, Sikhisation andtd Islamicisation
 ot unclassitiable or 'interstitial' groups with
 loose pra.ctices by separaiting the 'signs'
 associated with each religion. Yet no sinigle
 vcrsion of these religions emerged, though
 some versions were more hegemonic than
 others. Nor did they manage to actually
 produce homogeneous, monolitlhic.
 undivide(d 'communities' - virtually no
 single regional and/orjati cluster coincided
 with at single religious alftiliation (as the
 censuses of the latc-nincteenth and cearly-
 twentieth centuries bear out).

 However, the docketing and labelline of
 different religions - produced in the
 interaction of colonial admitniiiistration, class
 formation and politically vocal community
 cIaiims of'ten maide ftrom commilunial
 positions - did form a ndcscriptive over-atdyer
 that muf f led at f;ar more extensive,
 uniclassifiable diversity. It also assisted the
 graidual crosion not only of the diversity
 within these religions (largely loose

 conistellations ot denominations, sects,
 orders. novemenits), but also of their
 commnon histories. overlapping belief's and
 practices, their many interlaces. and the
 many in-between areas that have been
 thrown up) throughl continuousF interaction
 andt con tigTui ty.' I t i nvol ved i gnori ng

 religions or belief systems that were unable
 to spawn communitics. In this sense clear-
 cut division assisted the voracious
 incorporation of a number ot diverse sects
 and practices into the subsequent legal
 definitions ot a 'unitied' 'Hinduism' or
 'Islam', said toconstitute internally coherent
 cultural communities. aind helped to set
 them up as opponents.' Ironically, it was
 this severely limited definition of religions,
 one that was in tact implicated in the partial
 erosion of extaint religious diversity, thalt
 is today going under the names of religious
 pluraility a;nd/ or cultural diversity. I will
 retuirn to this laiter in the essay.

 (2) ON SO-CALILE0 INE:RTIA F RELIGIONS

 The very notion of' a mechanical
 replication or reproduction of mo10nooit/ic,
 sealed religions is, in historical terms, a
 falsification. Rcligious plurailism in India
 is not 'multicultural' - in the liberal usage
 of the term - that is, as a physical
 agglomerate of disc.rete maljority or
 minoritised identities. (This may in the
 future be the end-product of intense
 communalisation.) Rather, religious
 pluralism mlust he chalracterised as a network
 of overlaps and differences as wel als a field
 of interactions. and it is this which has made
 religiouis praictices relatively more resistiAnt
 to homogenisation. though not, of course.
 immune to it.

 Further, a diailectic of change is att the
 heart ol the formation of conimunities. They
 are made, unmalde, recomposed, pulled in
 several directionls. And of course they need
 not be ma(de on religious lines at all or be
 an 'effect' of religious beliefs. Both in the
 past and in the presenit it has been possible
 to be religious without belonging to a
 'community': there are innumerable
 instances where even shared belief, for

 instance in apiroragigrui, does not constitute
 a community. Not only did every variant
 of religious belief not produce a concomitant
 'community' amongst its tol6lowers but there
 has been aictive resistance to religion and/
 or castc-based priniordialism and
 institutions in medieval bhakti and sufi
 cu lts and some ot their latterday successors.
 The relitgiouis history of the subcontinient
 has been one thalt hais frequently honoured
 and enaicted the twin principles ot personal
 choice and of resistance to religion and
 caste-based pri mord i a.l i qsm and adccomipany -

 ing formms of institutionallsaltion.

 It relicion hais beci ain arena of birth-
 hounid obedience it liars allso been one of'
 inldividual volitions. To change fromii one
 belief to ainothier cle.irly detfinled belief, to
 mIlix-up belief's aIn{d religious repertoires, to
 hold concuirent belietfs, to choose beliefs
 trom a non-primordial set, to allow belief's
 to strengthen, weaken or fall away - these
 are proces"ss of choice an s.election thalt
 f rom aI historicall point of view have informedl
 the creation of religious orthodoexie.s as. well
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 as the opposition to such orthodoxies, and
 have teatured in both 'tolerant' and militant
 traditions.' It is these possibilities that have
 been one ot the preconditions tor the
 prodigious subcontinental prolitcration,
 over the centuries, of subsets and sects
 within religions as well as of the emergence
 of new religions that both drew trom and
 broke away from older religions. Whether
 the many Hinduisms, Islams, Sikhisms and
 in-between variants are indeed subsets of
 the 'major' religions, that is, constitute a
 diversity Witlziii a wider boundary, or are
 distinct overlapping. aftfiliated religions that
 in factdefy boundaries, still needs sustained
 historical explaination.

 At any raite, this fluidity not only calls
 into question the contemporary privileging
 of the stratcgic, organised identities of
 religious primordialism in the social and
 legal domain but it also calls into question
 any static delfinition of religion. Because
 generational choices and chianges have been
 a continuouis feature, it halls been possible
 on the retroactive ba.sis of past generations
 to see some degree ot ('change as a living
 social lwosl)ect. even whien it was not
 personally available or desired.
 Consequently, this samc fluidity has been
 an object ot toreclosure or pre-emption in
 difterent conjunctures. It has even
 determined the recurrence ot an extra-

 ordinairy prescriptiveness, the emnphases on
 socialisation of every genera.tion afresh in
 order to guarantee the reproduction of
 religions, as well as increases in orthodoxy
 whenever aveniues ot choice have increased.
 A workable notion ot religious plurality
 would haive to take into account the processes
 of' both chainge and fixity, ats well as the
 conjunctura avalilability and/or proscription
 ot ciloice for individuals or grouips.

 (3) CoMMu\NII iY. COMMUNALISM. CAN I'AlISM

 The teuicietitious nature of the concept
 ot rcligious community that I have set out
 to critiqiLe hbecomes even nmore aippairent ift
 two of' Its mna jor l.cations aire cxaminincdl,
 thlat; is, i. deI'enlsive plaicemient't in relation
 to Indian communalism anid to caipitailisimi.
 Thisdetfensiveness, whiclh accouunts torsome
 olf the efeective appclls ol the idea, is replete
 with ainti-modernity sentiments and even
 carries some valences ot left utopianism.
 I will areuc thalt the tirst is imiisplaiced and
 the second mIsislca.dine.

 The most aggressive 'community
 formation' in India todJay is Hindu
 majoritariinm itts commullnll violence hasi
 tightened the grip of rcligiotIs community
 as the languaLe of 'assertion on minorities.
 However, a defensive rcllaion to 'relit(ious
 commuinity. even whenl it comes trom a
 genuine svmpaithy f0rbeleagured minorities,
 cannot effectively challenge majori-
 tarianism and may even strengthen it. This
 is becatilse alrumenits either halsed on or
 supp)orting primordlial religious community

 and impermeable boundaries between
 religions are similar in many of their
 premises and procedures to those of the
 hindu majoritarianism they have set out to
 oppose. To assent to 'Islam' is tacitly to
 assent to 'Hindu' and vice versa. Further.
 Hindu majoritarianism thrives in a political
 arena dependent on or mortgaged to
 competing 'community' claims since it is
 itself invested in building and encashing an
 'inter-community' competition through
 idcologies of Muslim male virility and
 uncontrollable demography. Finally a
 defence of the idea of religious community
 reinforces the structural relations between
 religions and paltriarchies, and sharpens the
 emerging relations hetween religions aind
 communalism.

 The idea that religious communities can
 provide a bulwark against capitalism.
 popular among indigenist intellcctualls,

 seems, at lcast in India, to be equally mis-
 conceived. Their positioning ot 'community'
 - as a sign of an 'unhomogenised' locallism
 or as mark of the precaipitalist still resistant
 to capitalisim and its ideologies or as a sign
 of' lutonomiiy vis a vis the nation-state - is
 naive and untenahle. Religious communlities
 are neither local, nor precapitalist, nor haive
 their 'leaders' ever made such claims. The
 processes of community formation would
 be diftfiCLult to separate f1rom the rationalities
 that accompany and legitimate capitalism
 while community claims olten have a

 politically transactional character. In recent
 decades there has been a notibile
 intensificaition in the commodeilicatioti of
 religion: a closer alignment of religion with
 capitalist processes is visible in the
 proliferaition ot sites of institutionailisation
 (eg temples, deras). personnel forexploiting
 them (saidhus, mahants) and f'unds (eg.
 naitional antd internationa.il donattions to
 temples, gurudwaras. the VHP)."' Indieed
 what is called a religious 'community' may,
 at certaiin levels of' its local,. naitional aind/
 or international organisation, amount to
 economic aind institutionalised structiures
 of prolit relying simultatneously on intra-
 community' exploitation and consent. At
 many levels communalism and capitatlism
 become compatible raither than opposed
 terins. Further the complicity of the (tar
 f'rom secular) state with a version of
 .community' cspoused by the 'leaders' of'
 dif't'erent religions, as an electoral device,
 is so notorious that a defence ot'commilunity
 now ironically runs the danger ofccolluding
 with the statc!

 Religious communitarianismn, as a
 projection of' anti-modernity, is not an
 answer tocapitalisn either within advannced
 capitalist countries or when prescribed as
 panacea by intellectualls f'rom 'third world'
 countries. Anti-modernity has beenl adogged
 companion of European modernity xvith
 dliffetrent idecolocical l ocations: for insitance.
 aIS l iberall anetst over ' western' technology.

 hyperindividuation and the onsilalught of the
 market, oras romantic strand in nationalismsi
 that locatc(i a primordial and essentially
 unchanged identity in the past. or as a
 conservative modernist lament tor the lack
 or disappearance of authoritative cohesive
 religious systems and 'organic' conm
 munities, or as a right-wing critique of
 capitalism predicatedl on utopiani visions ot
 the premodern." Even it the quality of
 belated rehearsal in turning towards religious
 comnmunities in India to provide a depth and
 meaning accriuing from tradition is put aside
 as a type of nostaligia, the standpoint ot
 these invocations as a critiqueotf modernity -

 in a situation where capitalism under the
 auspices of international monopolies aind
 imperfect mlarket coompetition continues to
 produce skewed 'developimicent' and
 pauperisation, wherc the procurement ot
 basic necessities and thc implementation of'
 basic righlts is not aichieved, aindi where
 communalisnm is intense aind violenit - still

 remains open to critiqeic. The eliorts to
 .contain' modlernity is odd in al country
 wlicil has yet to acltiuire the materiall co-
 ordinaites of modernisat ion. nld wlere the
 ideolo gical Iimodalities ot continilnlilltil
 uSUIlly spCll sof't Comllmunallismii. staUns qu(O
 lor the masses. regressioni for womeni and/
 or anti-feminisin. There is allso the f'urther
 oddity of a leo-conservative critique of'
 western liberalism in a social formation
 where liberalisin itself' is iinot entrenched:
 awnd where liberail vallues have often served
 asi a defelce of the liiimited aid beleaguired
 freedom thia.t wonmen requlire to struggle
 against old anid new , conscrvatismlls.

 The recourse to v'alences of left utopiaini-

 ainism by bydef'elelers o'reli eious commiiiiunities
 in India aire ait once inappropriatc. more
 affective than substantive, and stripped ot
 thleir politicall intentt. Onie type of' left
 utopianiisisn hasLi viewed specif'ic f'orms o't
 human collectivity anld comuiiinity in ideal
 terms as an anti-mlarket principlc ot bonding
 which does not privilege greed or fea and
 stresses commlitilment to tellow huLmani1
 beilns.'2 This seemls peculiarly illapposite
 wheni appplied to religious communiuiiities ias
 such, and evcn morc so to the type now
 obtailnin in Intlia wilich -lre usually formed
 on political self intercsts, on aggression aind
 othering. on defensiveness and fear. While
 there is an unldeniahble value in humain
 communities a1s a non-contractual, ainti-
 matrket principle ot social bonding thait cain
 function a,s ain aintidote to a dehumanisi nt
 capitalisnm. it (foces not follow thalt I/we
 should now procced to privilege an
 hbllgigtory hirtlh-hounl reliciouscommitnunity
 over aind abhovc collectivities that iassume
 rights otf entrv. cxilt And chosen atfilialtion
 t'or their members. Dare I add thatt if'
 utopianisin is still (lesiratble then how\ comc
 non-religious challenges to capitalism, like
 the sociallist-femini.st, that uphold awnd
 struggle f~or a1 utopialn principle alnd forms
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 of bonding, are, not equally or more
 desirable? Maybe, because the valences of
 left utopianism carried in this tendentious
 choice of religious communities, as the
 specialised markers of being outside
 exchange and the market, above other
 primordial claims and chosen affiliations,
 have been relocated in, even recruited for,
 an anti-Marxism, and of a type that is
 deeply indebted to orientalism and to some
 of the worst ideological, sectarian tendencies
 in nationalism. This is, to say the least,
 somewhat paradoxical, since the explicit
 targetsof many indigenist and postmodernist
 defenders of community also happen to be
 colonialism and nationalism!

 It may be more productive, though less
 popular, to speak of communities not as
 'given' on religious lines but to. speak of
 the political, economic and electoral
 processes that are producing and privileging
 this particular sort of 'community' and
 facilitating specific; types of ideological
 investment in it. It would then follow that
 secular feminist interventions could be
 directed at these processes, and not confined
 to finding just means of arbitration between
 'given', pre-formed religious communities
 (a nagging reminder of colonial policies,
 even if partly justified by the present
 situation).

 (4) RELIGIOUS AND NON-RE LIGIOUS
 COMMUNITY CLAIMS

 The question of religious community
 cannot of course exhaust the issuc of
 primordial community. Primordial
 community claims co-exist or intersect with
 claims to non-primordial collectivities-
 class, work and occupational identities,
 forms of contiguity in neighbourhoods and
 villages - which along with gender, have
 been the bases for non-community specific
 mobilisation. Many contemporary
 'community' claims themscives are not
 claims for 'cultural autonomy' alone but
 simultaneously a contest over the
 distribution and appropriation of resources
 and a feature of political organisation. If
 the issues of material resources and political
 power were to be equitably resolved then
 the substantive content of 'cultural
 autonomy' would be ditferent. The
 democratic assertions in some claims based
 on community as in the case of dalits, in
 fact, intersect with and even rely on other
 forms of collectivity. Their invocation of
 'material interests' is often a strong notation
 for, or emphatically indicates, identities
 premised on class-based, non-primordial
 aspects of social identity and the exploitation
 of labour.

 Other forms of colleectivity exist alongside,
 in tension or even in a struggle with
 primordial community claims precisely
 because the social, economic and political
 forces of capitalism in India pull in both
 directions. Should we strengthen those

 existing or possible political arenas where
 social inequities can be challenged without
 invoking or consolidating primordial
 religious identity and where primordial
 affiliations can be downplayed; or should
 we, as present community-identity and

 communal politics would prefer, force them
 to remould ordiscard their agendas in favour
 of religious communities"

 The question is turther complicated by
 the fact that despite increasing commuina-
 lisation, even now religion is neither the
 only basis of primordial community claims
 nor the only practical and symbolic co-
 ordinate of political mobilisation on
 primordial grounds. In fact religion does
 not have the foundational status ascribed
 to it by intellectuals and claimed for it by
 .community spokesmcn'. Politically volati le
 or active 'community' claims (that subsume
 myriad and diminutive primordial
 communities) on the basis of geographical
 territory or region, caste, tribal identity.
 broad linguistic distinctionis (such as Hindi
 or Urdu) as well as narrower linguistic
 distinctions (such as local dialects), are
 being made alongside those based on
 religion whether configured as broad pan-
 Indian denominations such as Hinduism,
 Sikhism or Islam oras smallerparticularised
 sects.

 Now if we were to imagine forms of
 'decentralised' legal pluralism based on
 these primordial community claims, several
 problems woulId arise. Would a single basis
 for def inition such as language or territory
 or caste or religion, be compatible with
 justice? And if so what would be the rationale
 for suppressing al I other contlicting claims?
 Why, for instance, should a caste-based
 community claim be less valid than a claim
 based on a major religious denomination?
 On what basis, it any, will any one of them
 be prioritised, and how many will such a
 prioritisation satisfy? Even in the abstract,
 religion would not qualify as a contender
 for differential rights on the ground of
 unilateral past victimage and historical
 wrong." At present the most duibious but
 vociferous claim of victimage and assertion
 of a violent 'righting' of historical 'wrong'
 is coming from Hindu majoritarianism.
 though by tar the greatest historical wrongs
 have been to low castes and tribals.

 Settling for legail pluralism oni any one
 primordial basis brings up the irresolvatble
 paradox of differential rights: the notion ot
 'right' it it is to be legitimate must be
 potentially universalisable, eg. right to
 education, to work, to vote. So dilfereintial
 rights based on a primordial claim would
 keep creating new grounds tor inequality
 and dissent even as they set out to resolve
 somc existing areas of conflict. And in such
 a situation there would be, logically, no
 recourse to a language of common.
 potentially universialisable rights whether
 as basis for possible equality or as the lbasis

 for conflict resolution and arbitration or as
 basis for instituting need-based particularist
 rights or even as a mneans for calling the
 state to account.

 It is important to argue this because it
 would be literally impossible to institute a
 'decentralised' legal particularism on the
 basis of all primordial community claims -
 religious, sectarian, linguistic, territorial,
 caste or life-context. This would be a self-
 cancelling procedure, since the sheer
 multiplicity, even of politically articulated
 claims, would throw one back, ironically,
 on notions of the indlividual and individual
 rights.

 Each and every basis or definitional
 category 'or pri mordial 'community' clainms
 is fissiparous and open to further sub-
 division, either on the same lines, that is,
 more and particularised units of any one
 category, or through being undercut/cross-
 cut by other categories. Thus a linguistic
 or religious community can fracture within
 the country on lines of'di alects, sects, castes,
 region of origin or residence. class, language,
 and soon; while diasporic location of Indians
 can further fracture primordial groups and
 set up new logics of differentiation on
 grounds of nationality and assimilation of
 local culture.

 Agaiin, f'ew of these 'communities', will
 now or in the f'uture exist on co-residential,
 contiguous or interpersonal bases: not only
 are languages, castes, religions, etc, widely
 distributed over India and even inter-
 nationally, but spatial distribution relocates
 them in dit'f'erent economies and in locally
 varied hierarchies. Not only does spatial
 distribution deterritorialise communities and
 community claims in the simpler senses of
 disfocation or migration, but new forms of
 contiguity change the identities of persons
 therchy altering the meaning of acommunity
 claim in its local registers and substantive
 contents.

 Such heterogeneity is not merely ajural
 or jurisdictiotial issue which can be solved
 on a passport model of portable identities
 that can be carried around. It challenges the
 very definition of community. This kind of
 hetcrogencity within cach nomenclature can
 be assimilated into a legally defined
 'community' only through an artificial
 dlecolntexiutaliscitioni - by making it a giveni
 or pre-t'ormed entity, and through closui'e -
 by making it impervious to change and
 indeed to the very lability of the continuous
 processes of identity formation.

 Two major conclusions are inescapable.
 First, any single basis of 'community' will
 not only be ephemeral or provisional, liable
 to fragmentation by other cross-cutting
 affiliations, but it cannot represent the full
 spectrum of social divisions and locations,
 cultural diversities and aspirations. Second,
 if' :all except geographical territory is
 movable or mobi le, i f'een claims to territory
 can be made alt long distancee, if belongin",
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 does not involvc presence, then
 'community' claims are disguising a very
 real heterogeneity - they are in fact at this
 level hardly, or not at all, claims for
 recognition of existing cultural plurality.
 They are claims for homogenising groups
 of people who have one notional thing in
 common into mobilisable discrete units.
 that is, they are seeking homogeneity but
 are not a priori based on it. This is true
 as much of pan-Hinduism as of pan-
 Islamism.

 II
 Community, Religion, Women

 (5) COMMUNITIES, PATRIARCHIES AND
 RELIGIOUS IDENTITY

 The broad ideological conception of
 religious communities has uncomfortable
 implications since religious 'communities'
 are not only inegalitarian or class differen-
 tiated but also specifically undemocratic

 regarding women. Commuilinity idenitities
 can be as much punitive as protective for
 women, and that too, protective on

 patriarchal and proprietorial assumptions.
 If, as the more extreme arguments for reform
 of personal laws from 'within' seem to
 desire,'4 communities were to legally
 govern, reform and adjudicate themselves,
 taking full responsibility for being either
 agents of change or protectors of the status
 quo, what will prevent them from trying to
 be self-legislating patriarchics; from streng-
 thening local, interpersonal patriarchal
 control; and from continuing to hand power
 over to mullas, priests, pandits or other
 chosen interpreters'? There is little evidence
 to show that communities are committed
 to internal democratisation of gender
 differences. And if such democratisation
 will remain as pressing an issue (if not more
 pressing), even after coinmunities have
 retained or achieved some measure of legal
 autonomy, then why not simnply struggle for
 a thorough-going democratisation on wider
 non-denominational principles of collecti-
 vity, in the first place?

 Women's own religious beliefs, consent
 to a religious identity and community as
 well as their agency in maintaining these,
 are often presented as a rationale for
 maintaining personal laws and reforming
 them only from within. This is a complex
 issue, partly because it can be argued for
 women from beleagured minorities as well
 as from the chauvinistic majority.

 In certain kinds of contemporary analysis,
 overly anxious to establish that religion is
 not false consciousness, religion is simply
 turned into a matter of faith or belief alone,
 thus eliding the issue that religion prevails
 as an institithion more than consciousness,
 true or false. This formulation not only
 serves as a catchall but irons out the

 complexity ol'the relations between gender
 and religion; it is then f'ollowed by the

 proposition that religious belief is giving
 agency to women. More often than not, the
 implication is that the presence of such an
 agency for women makes secular feminism
 questionable or even redundant. Thus a
 pernicious continuum is made between
 primordial denomination, women's belief
 and women's agency.

 As a result, some serious questions are
 never asked. What is the nature of women's

 consent? When they consent to the punitive
 aspects of religious identity or community
 are they in fact consenting to the patriarchies
 with which these are meshed, or vice versa
 or both? Or, is their consent effectively
 consent to the host of other social factors
 in which both religions and patriarchies are
 enmeshed? Thus women's consent to
 religious definition may gobeyond questions
 of individual faith and reflect the ways in
 which religions and patriarchics are
 articulating with other social structures.
 Should we confuse women's consent to
 patriarchal assertions of community, their
 inability or fear to step out of these, in this
 particular political conjuncture with the
 sum of their needs and aspirations? For
 instance women's consent to Muslim

 community and to Hindutva enacts very
 different and antagonist rclations of power;
 while women's active investment in
 Hindutva (a complex historical, political,
 economic, class/caste differentiated and
 conjunctural phenomena), may have little
 to do with religious belief per se. Instead
 of contlating such consent with 'feminist
 agency' (acurrent preoccupation with some
 anti-communal feminists), a different type
 of analysis could be undertaken. Women's
 consent to a patriarchy has in the past and
 still does empower them for selected forms
 of sooial agency; further. this consent works
 through appropriating available hegemonic
 and/or legitimating languages thereby
 forcing these languages into new ideological
 locales and pushing their previous
 proponents into more stringent political
 self-definition or at worst, into apology and
 retraction.'5 Or to give another instance,
 many Muslim women may be caught in a
 double impasse: first, because a uniform
 civil code is seen to endanger the identity
 ol'physically endangered Muslims, the very
 claim to gender equality now implies
 disloyalty or antagonism towards the
 community;'6 second, belief in Islam now
 appears to entail being prepared to accept
 patriarchal personal laws.

 It is argued, in discussions and in writing,
 that opposing minority personal laws
 denigrates the laudable efforts as well as
 subsumes the initiatives of women involved
 in reforming personal laws from within.
 Undoubtedly, some Muslim and Christian
 women have religious yet reformist
 standpoints, oppose a unit'orm civil code,
 and, as believers, struggle to remove somne
 gender inequities or 'corruptions' f'rom their

 personal laws. I believe that the issue needs
 to be posed differently -it should be
 disentangled from belief and concentrate
 instead on the nature and pitfalls of reform
 from within. Second, we have to determine
 if the strategies of religious reformism from
 within also have space for those other
 women who may or may not be believers,
 but find consent punitive, or who find
 primordial belonging an impediment to
 choice, if not an imposition, or who do not
 consent,'7 or more to the point, who need
 alternatives in order to dissent in an effective
 way. This is important for two reasons. A
 feminist politics must account for women's
 consent to patriarchies, but it can scarcely
 afford to give political or theoretical primacy
 to women's will to consent to forms of
 social oppression o ver and above their will
 to contest these; since such a prirnacy is
 already on offer by a standard form of male
 conservatism." Nor can feminist politics
 take on board a divisive (or for that matter
 a unifying) politics based on essentialist
 identities whether primordial or
 biologistic.'9

 (6) THE QUESTION OF REPRESENTING
 'OTHER' WOMEN

 In this context, confining women to
 community identity and personal laws
 becomes a way of dismantling and pre-
 empting cross-denominational or extra-
 religious feministcollectivities. Against the
 potential dangers of representing 'other'
 women, thiat is women of other
 denominations, we must place the dangers
 of refusing to represent ceach other. Refusal
 of a common ground of struggle is also a
 torm of othering. Particularism can be
 segregationist in its logic. Unless
 universality is granted in principle (though
 not necessarily as a strategic mode of
 organisation) as the possibility of mutual
 representation, feminist groups run the
 danger of replicating the structures of
 communalism.

 The right to scrutinise and interrogate our
 entire social milieu is a democratic right
 for all and one that is particularly crucial
 for feminists, and this cannot be a right
 confined to or reserved for one's own

 primordial denomination. If it is suspended
 in the name of religious community,2" then
 it will prevent women trom critiqueing a
 significant determinant of patriarchal
 oppression in India, namely religion. Indeed
 it may altogether silence women - some in
 the name of belonging and loyalty to their
 religious grotup, and others because they
 have no 'right' to speak of any religion but
 their 'own'. It is ironic too that inhabitants
 of a subcontinent, rich in irreverence, in
 both-coml)arison and cr-itiquie of religious
 phi sophics, hierarchies, institutions and
 practices that were not limited by personal
 belonging, as: well as^ rife with oppre.ssionls
 in the name of religions, should now be
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 asked to piously desist from criticism of
 any hut their 'own' rcligion, within the

 rubric of a postmodernist politics of (selt)-
 representation. Not only does this version
 of postmodernisin, when transposed to the
 question of Indian personail laws, become
 unfaithful to its basic tenets ot deconstructing
 the demarcation between withins and
 withouts, but it ignores the maiterial evidence
 of the fluidity of religions that I have
 discuLssedi earlier. More sitnificanitly tor
 fcminists, this proposition of self-

 representation rests on a proprictorial view
 of religions (and as a corollary even separate
 'life-worlds'), as the excIlISive property of

 particulargroups. and as I will discuss later,
 one in which a.ssumilptions albout owning
 religions 'natiurally' extend to owncrship of
 women. '

 The women who are (or are sought to be)
 utlited on the bases of systemic, overlapping

 patriarchies are nevertheless simultancously
 divided along other lines. Three'such
 divisions are pertinient to my argument:
 first, by class. ovcrdcterminied by caste, and

 the accompanying power to oppress other
 women aind minen: second, hy conisent to
 patriarchics aind their compensatory
 structures and an accompanyineg delegaited
 power to oppress other women: and third.
 by the choicc of a right-wing politics thalt

 gives thein a political armour) for 'othering'
 men and women trom other religions.22 And
 here, the way in which feminists take up
 particular issues determines whether they
 are orare not classist. castelist, undemocratic
 or compromnising with paitriarchal
 arrangements. It they are, then, and only
 then. do these turn efflectively into divisions
 among womeni, instead of being, as they
 should be, divisions that must be chlalleniged
 by teminism.

 I do not thinik, however, that diftferences
 in reliaious ailth can by themselves producc
 equally significant divisions hctween
 women. The particulairity of religioLs beliet
 need not hy iselfeitlierconistitiute division
 ailong lines of'power or ilter tlhe distribution
 otf social power. To the exteint that all
 religions aire implicaited in aind enter into
 the hroad process of social Icgitimnation of
 patriarchies. .A challenge to patriarchiies
 constitutcs a threatl to specific IfOrmrs of
 religious legitniation. In this rgaLrd
 religiouis affiliation maikes ,a diffI erencc to
 women but nced not prodLucc a contlict
 betwtieeli themIi; especially it women airc
 willing toquestion tlheca.steist or comimilunali
 discriminations that inhere in some religious
 priactices a;nd are rea.dy to conisider thait
 aspects of rcligions maly be working to
 reconcile thci to paitriairchail oppression.

 It is only when religious affilia.tion is
 trainslaltedl into a politics and is aligned with
 institutions that mai ntalitn forms of power
 and privilege thiat it has the caipaicity to
 dividel women. Thus, the instit oliatio
 and communaulisation of religionls halve acted

 as a powerful divisive lorce aggravated by
 the involvement of some womnel in
 entwining religion with the politics ol the
 Hindu right. The right wing appropriaition
 ot' teminists' atgendas or the language of
 citizenshlip and democracy is not unique to
 India and its tunction here as elsewhere is
 to divide and derail left, democratic, feminist
 agendais.

 1f this is ain aicceptalblc line of' reasoning
 then the questioni airises ats to why wc should
 recede tfrom)l a secular demnocratic aigenda
 and from a commitmcnt to common
 struggles? The divisions amonlg women
 along lines of' class, conscnt and political
 choices havc to be fought through persuasion
 and/or political confrontation. not througi
 a capitulative politics ot' difterencc,
 cxclusivism or hyper-particularism.

 One issue posed by feminists in the light
 of' the recenit riot-torn comimunail situation
 is whether gender unity cani withlstaindJ
 communal hostility. Fcminist groups, Flavia
 Agnes atrgues, are alreaidy overinlflected
 with 'Hindu' assuinptions - an evidencc of
 this overinflection is their paist flailure to
 mount a thorough-going critique of Hindu
 personial law - and cannot be isolated ftrom
 the widerpolitical contradictions; moreover,
 she atrgues that in the aftermnath of the riots,
 womcn do not have a separate existence
 aiway from their communal identity where
 legal iSsuCs can be discussed on a coinmon
 platform.2' Her argument maiy fit well with
 another argument claiming that at present
 religious identities have aicquired a pre-
 eminence and the only way to break out is
 by working within them or by 'negotiating'
 them. In practice this could meaen that the
 paitriarchal systems operating in the country
 may hencelorthi have to be sepairately
 opposed by women f'rom within diffterent
 denominational groupings, while the range
 of these groupings could now expand beyon d
 designated minorities and stretch to women
 opposing patriarchal practices from within
 the fold of Hindu communal orgatnisations.
 If so, we will be unable to address the Cact
 thait the political play of denominational
 communities' with its logic of aggression

 and defence impedes womien 's iidividu-
 at ion. and now being added on to inequalities
 in waged and unwaged work as well ais in
 inheritaniice, is driving women f'urther baick.

 I think thc questio Olf why woien consent
 to rcli gious definition and the answer to this
 questioni as well als the path to a common
 politics, hinge on our understanding of
 patriarchies: on the way patriarchies are
 emhbedded in or airticulating with claiss
 structures, caste-class inequaility, religious
 practices, wilder dialectics of social
 legitimation, and other politicail formaitions.
 It is only it we see paitriairciies ats self-
 sul't'icient, unrclaited to chcli other, isolated
 'roi wider socia.l processes. . and detetrminedI
 by religion .alonec thalt we caln support
 singulalr, sepra..te .struggle.s against thlem

 along denoiniailtional lines. If we see them
 as part and paircel ot the wider social
 formantion then we hlave to devise modes
 of organisation and struggle that can

 encompass all the social inequalities that
 patriairchics are relaited to. einbedded in and
 structured or enaibled by. Attacking
 paitriarchail oppressions is not a sectoral
 issue con linied to women but centrail to any
 agendat for social chalnge. Can we atford yet

 again to scparate the 'women question'
 from a wider struggle, and this time as
 victims of the divisions enforced by

 communalisation'? I' teminism is to be an
 egalitarian, democraitic and secular force
 allied with other such forces, then this, along
 with the very nature of patriarchies (to which
 I will return), requircs a common politics.

 (7) COsMUNirY, STATE, Ri.l IGION, PATUARCHY

 It is untenable to draw a sharp line between
 community and state on either the question
 of religions or of patriarchies since there
 aire structural, ideological, political and
 aidministrative linkages between the two.
 Indeed the kind of religious communities
 discussed here have been constituted
 precisely in relation to the state.

 The separation between state and civil
 society rests on an anlyticii distinction. At
 a structural level, they can and often do
 interpenetrate - state structures can be
 replicated in flmily or community. The
 fiamily's patriairchal arrangements, like that
 of a cominunity, though in somewhat
 ditferent ways, can be complicit with the
 state and its juridical institutions.24 The
 relation of the state to women is patriarchal,
 undemocratic and class differentialted: the
 state has persistently defined womein in
 relation to men, used and made labour grids.
 perpetuated the invisibilisation of domestic
 labour, governed both laind relations aind
 distributionl of resources, enforced the rule
 of property in ways specially unjust to
 women, created class andl gender inequities
 through 'developmnenti', repro(uced womnen 's
 economnic dependenlce. co-opted imiany
 woImleCI's initiltives, and is nlow (with the
 new economic liberalisation) withdraiwing
 f'rom its welfaiirist lfunctionis (whichi could

 have mitigated the pairiairchiies operatinW1g in
 ftamily, communiiiiity and workplaice).

 At the politicall anicl adminiiistrative levels.
 it colludcs witlh 'local' and communilty
 patriarchies. A trilanglular relation has
 obtained betweeni personial laws.
 .representatives ' of a comimnlurnity and the
 state.25 It is possible to trace a lhistory ot
 both tussle and co-operation between the
 conimunity and tlhe state's control at diffterent
 times. Effectively. however, though a
 deimnanld l'or separate shariati Courts hais
 recently been made, it is the state whlich
 aedministcrs all the personalii laws. Further.
 the state it.sel has uilt lophole.s in law.s
 and has .sustalined dliscrimininators l,.ws,
 includling p)ersonal lalws. in o)rder lo wa.tcr
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 down the constitutional horizon of gender
 equality. Its own collusions frequently
 contradict its stated reformist aims. It has
 tolcratcd patriarchies in the state apparatus
 (c g, police and judiciary), and barcly
 implemented the better laws that do exist.

 Similarly the state has supported
 patriarchal intercsts on religious grounds
 both ideologically and in practice. There is
 a long history not only of representing the
 defence of patriarchal arrangements.
 privileges ainid/or the sexual reguilation of
 women as the (lenc'e of rcligion but also
 of the intercsted representaton of patriarchal
 arrangements as religious *rights hy
 'community'sl - kesmen. Virulent instanccs.
 from every denomination, whether minority
 or majority. cani hc found in the debatcs
 surrounding the Special Marriages Act, the
 Hindiu Code Bill and the UJnilorm Civil
 Code.26The coxding of patriarchy as religion
 by community spokesmen has becn and is
 by and largc sharcd by the statc which
 sciclecd (leno,inciaio,i above differential
 class, caste and regional praictices and above
 an uncompromising sccularism as the
 primary balsis for dcfining family laws.
 Insof'ar as personal laws curtail women's
 rights they defline aind dfccnd male
 privilcges:i only the institution of women's
 rights cain disim;antle tlem. Thus male
 privilege is preserved in personal laws
 through copaircenairy provisions, malc
 tcstamentary rights, uniilateral divorce,
 bigamy, restitution of conjugal rights,
 inadequatc maintenancc, lack of residence,
 guardianship and custodial righits for
 womcn.

 Anolther mnajor dilution ol thie line between
 state and conimunity hals occurred in the
 way the state hals been called upon to imaintain
 religious boundaries. anud has olten done so
 dcspite the f:act that it hadl successfully
 establis hed itself as the atuthority thait could
 .allow' peopic to opt for laws (such as
 provisions in the CrPc) other than their
 personail laws.27

 The state has bcen atsked to 1rotect
 rcligious hounidaries in two dif Iferenit ways -

 through demainds lor exemnption by minority
 religious spokcesmen. aind ihrougli demi,ands
 for a uniiforimi civil code by Hinidu
 cornmunalists. I will airgue h.iat despite
 differenices. botli haive d/e ficto fIunctionied
 as dlen;aids tO closi boundaries. deny
 possibilities of individual exit. aInd ensuire
 the internal codhesion ol a religiousi
 community' through appropriate la.ws. (This
 alsto raises ai question about whtchler so-
 cal led religious comimlunities aire indeed
 internally cohesive. sinice askinig the state
 to ensulre commlunlil vcohesionl throeugh law7S
 suggcsts that they may in fIIact be tenuous
 or precarious.)

 ln a mode similairtocarlier Hindtm protests
 upon the introduction ol' anl optional civil
 laws on malrrialge aind dlivozrce, which lastled
 froml the I X(60s to the 1 )5t).s. Musilim

 religious spokcsmen havc also persistently
 perceived the very institution o enrabling,
 optional civil laws as threatcning. Their
 objection to the Special Marriages Act
 ( 1954) rested on the belief that its presence
 would cincourage Muslimns to circumvent
 their religious laws aind obligations aind
 they asked lor exemptions that were not
 conecded. A simi lar demaineld for exemptionl
 was m.iade (along with tribals, and later with
 a section ol Parsis) regarding the proposed
 Adoption of Childrcn Bill (1972). With the
 notorious Muslim Womens Act, the
 government helped Muslim religious leaders
 by blocking ofr the access of divorced
 muslim women to the minimal yct rclatively
 more liberal provisions ror maintenance in
 the CrPc.21

 The Hindu communall demand for a
 uniitorm civil coc. as for instanice t lowing
 on the recent conversiion/bigamy judglment,
 is an attenipt to abolish personal law so thia
 Hindus cannot convert and thercby gain
 acccss to Muslim personal law. It is nolt as
 if Hindu communialists arc scriously invested
 in removing bigamy as a patriarchal practice
 prevallent armong Hindus. Rather, they object
 to hindus gaining legal access to polygamy
 through convrsion. Thati is. they object
 tirst and foremost to Hindus choosing to
 becomc Muslims. (There is an cspecial
 ideological cmbarrassiment here: how will
 the Hindu right pose as the liberator of
 Muslim women from a patrialrchall personal
 law ir Hindui mcn are converting lo IslIam
 ror the saike of polygamy?) Anid secondly
 they wish to cquialise male privileges.

 Hindu male opposiiion to Muslim personial
 laws hats most frequlently becn maiiide (in tle
 paist a.s well as now by the BJP) on a
 competitivc patriarchal ground ol'
 eluivalence of male 'rights' - cilher the
 staic should cncroach on the paitriairchal
 privilcges or 'religious rights' ot all men
 or of iolic -;and is sullused with malc
 jealousy.2" The prehistory of currcnt Hintdu
 miale opposition to Muslim personal law
 lies in their f:ailed attempts to) fully protect
 male privilegcs in the 1950s. In the (Ichlbtes
 on the Hindu Code Bill, Hiniidus had not only
 defended polygamy as having shalstric
 sanction. ais being a means Ifr fulfilling lhe
 ritual necessity for sons aind thus ofcnsutrinm
 spiritual beenfcit. but had also adminiistered
 a warning to the efflect thlt it polygarny
 became illegal Hindu menl would have to
 conivert to IslaIm to marry more thaiin one
 woman or would be forced to keep
 concuibines.3" The conflusion between
 spiritual beneflit aind maile promiscuity imlust
 halve becib aaiii.ing. If mcn couldk he willing
 to renounce Hinduism aind convert in order
 to have more wivCs tlheni surely iall;le
 privilegc must be stronger thaln primordlia
 loyalty. since presumably all spiritLual
 hbnefits wouldbeh lostn on convers!iis9l2

 In receiu judlgmlents. the judicia1ry hasD
 also} alssisted in closing routes of eXit frontl

 personal law. In the 19t)h century, and eveti
 uptil the I 930s, convcrsion ol an individual,
 family, castc group or community to cither
 Sikhism, IslaImi or Christianity did not
 allways lead tt) a chalnge of personal law
 which wais in part retatined and engialfted
 as at cutstomn on personial law." Sinice 1 887,
 personial law halld alpplied only in disputes
 hetween two) people of the same rcligion,
 whether by hirth or by conversion, ainid
 ceaiscd to do so i' onie party converted:
 subsequently. it a personal law was still
 applied to such a dlispute it was for
 discretioniary atnd contextuali reasons, that
 is, beca.use it wais more coneducive tojustice
 and relevanilt in specific cases. This principle
 of arbitration hals been gradually crodcd. A
 tendenltious I 983 judlgmenit gave an
 unprecedented. formiu laic. virtually religious
 sanctity to Hindu personl.al law by insisting
 on a supremiie aIndL{ unchalnygeable rcgimle of
 primordiaility. Justicc Leila Seth of Delhi

 High Court ruled in Vihtiai Ralj v, Saniila
 not only that it a hinidu spouse converts to
 Islam the marriage could only bc (lissolved
 under the Hindu personal law in which it
 was soleinnised, buit further thalt "eveni if
 boath the pairlies to a Hinidu malrriage get
 converted to a rcligion other thaLn Hindu,
 their cearlier Hiindtu mairrialge cain only be
 dissolved under the provisions othlic Hinidu
 Marriage Act ( 1 955)". An indefen'csible and
 dubious extenision of the Special Marriage
 Act (whic:h wais meant for initer-religious
 mnarriaiges an.d1j ustifiahly aillowed dissolution
 of marriaoc, conversion notwithstandiing,
 only unider the samle Act), was m]ade to
 Hindu personail law.'

 The consequences of such precedenits are
 visible in the Suprenm Court judgrnent on
 Sarla Mu(dga(l (anid Ors is Uniuo *j) Inuia
 (1995. 3 SCC 635). Thils. beiing a dispuic
 hetween a hiusbaind converted to Islaim and
 his Hindu wifC. the court could have used
 earlicr precedcints in which neither Hindu
 nor Muslimi personaiI law was applied and
 sought the remedy in secular laws governing
 divorce and higarmy under whici the of Icic
 was ailrcadly pinisliabhle. Instead Jluslice
 Kuldip Singh invalidatcd the iapplication of
 Mluslim personall law through an argunlent
 of clIaim.s andl counlerclaimis, souhlt a
 practical remiledy ill anil application of bhol:
 HindiL prscotnal law and section 494 IPC.
 but rcstedl llhI SilstltlClemnt 0on iLn ideologically

 loaded rein'orcement oif' religio-legal
 boundaries, in which tlhe very existcince oi
 NMuislimii personal law was ielpresentled ats an
 encouragement lo- 1i nLltdu bigamy.

 till thetimie we acihieve thie goall - Uniform
 Ci%iil Ctdle 1fi'r all thle citizen:s ofl India -
 thrcr is .in open iii indu'cen'l to aI Hindu
 husband. whioi wants to ciener inito a second
 marriagc while thic f ir st marri-a-i;igtL is
 subsistingy. to hecome a Muslimi. Sinect
 mlonogamily is the Ilaw for1 Hinduls .iiidt lUL
 Mus;lini lalw permitsi as many as i'our wives
 in Indeia. aIn 'iranl1 Htindul emnbrace.s Is;lam
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 to circumvent the provisions of Hindu law
 and to escapc from penal consequences [my
 emphasis].

 He seems to forget that the major
 inducement to bigamy is not legal pluralism
 but male privilege, and that most instances
 of Hindu bigamy occurwithoutconversion.13
 The judgment invokes a familiar compara-
 tive schema between men of different
 communities; legal change is advocated to
 suppress Muslim polygamy and Hindu
 conversion, but bigamy is scarcely an issue
 in its own right. Instead the rhetoric of the
 judgment absolutises the rule of Hindu
 personal law, overdramatises conversion,"
 and in what is obviously a complementary
 move, demands a uniform civil code. A

 principled attack on bigamy would have
 distanced itself from Hindu communal
 rhetoric, confronted gendcr inequality and
 all prevailing patriarchies. souglht to improve
 secular laws on bigamy, divorce anid intra-
 community marriages, and critiqued the
 ambiguities of Hindu personal law that
 assist bigamy.`

 Muslim religious spokesmen want to close
 all routes from Muslim personal law to
 common laws through exemptions. Hindu
 communalists want to block any route from
 Hindu personal law to Muslim personal law
 by abolishing personal laiw. In each case
 the very existence of other laws seems to
 undermine 'community'. Though from
 aipparently conitradictory positions - the
 forrmer from ia position upholding existing
 legal pluralism and continuation of muslim
 personal law but opposing any further
 pluralisation by way of eitlher optional or
 common non-religious. gender-just laws,
 the latter by demanding legal uniformity
 and abolition of personal laws - both want
 to foster exclusivity, foreclose choice and
 movement from personal to non-religious
 laws (for Muslims) or traffic between
 denominations (for Hindus). Both want to
 harden and freeze boundaries. Hindu
 communalists are, in addition committed
 to attacking Muslim legal particularity, even
 if it is at the cost of uniform civil code.
 And the reason why they express little
 concern about losing their personal law is
 that they assume thait the Hindu personial
 law will be the model for a uniform civil
 code, so that only Muslim legal particularity
 will he eroded.

 Evidently the acts of defining as well as
 the definitions of religion and comnmunity
 are predicated on patriarclhal privileges,
 and the sta.te hias niore ofteni than not been
 complicit in these because the state itself
 is imnplicated in patriairchies, in the
 exploitation of religious identities and in
 encashing denomination for clectoral
 purposes. For instanice, though the state did
 not accede to a continiuation of polygamy
 in the Hindu Code Bill in the 1950)Cs, it did
 introduce some new clau.ses with no textual
 religious salnction that made conversion

 legally punitive for Hindus. These are based
 on the non-secular assumption that different
 religions cannot co-exist within a family:
 conversion is a ground for immediate
 divorce in the Hindu Marriage Act; the
 Hindu Adoption and Maintenance Act
 decrees that only Hindus can adopt Hindus,
 a widow cannot adopt a Hindu child it'she
 has clnverted, and a wife is not entitled to
 maintenenace if she ceases to be a Hindu;

 the Hindu Minority and Guardianship Act
 rules that ceasing to be Hindu will deprive
 either spouse of their claim to guardianship
 of their children, while children and
 descendants of a convert lose their c.laim
 to the property of a Hindu reiative unless
 they are Hindu when succession opcns. 6 It
 appears that religious primordiality was
 more important than primordial ties hased

 on kinshipp, family and nurture; further con-
 version is assumed to produce grave incol-
 patibility or repugnance while a change in
 belief is equated with vicious misdeeds.
 The state also communalised the Special
 Marriage Act in 1976 along similar lines.:7

 Since coinmuniities have themselves
 becoome a device which helps the state to
 mitigate class polarisations and co-opt
 groups, it is doubtful if consolidating
 religious communities can 'challenge' the
 state. In this sense a multiplication of
 'community rights' ovcr and above those
 that already exist (freedom to worship, to
 open schools and to practise personal laws)
 may well assist the state but are not likely
 to guarantee the full protection of the civic
 and democratic rights of minorities. And
 the maintenance and institution of
 'community rights' over, above or opposed
 to the rights of individual women, who form
 half of every community, is likely to
 intensify male privilege. Since defense of
 community rights has been an undemocratic
 way of enhancing individuial male patriar-
 clial privileges, it is unethical to support
 them, especially in the name of democrascy.

 (8) CO(MMUNITY VERSUS STATE: PROBLEMS OF
 REFORM FROM WITHIN OR ABovE

 The absolute and binary opposition
 between state and community on the question
 ot' personal law is false; it needs to be
 dismantled and reconstructed as an argument
 f'or the rights of all women. For that matter,
 the opposition between communiity iinid
 nation on the question of personal law is
 equally misleading: if'a uniform civil code
 has sought legitimacy from a concept of
 nation as a homogenlous entity, the personal
 laws haLve also sought legitimacy f'romn
 ailother concept of' the nation as a
 conglomeraite of discrete 'major' religion.s
 dec'ined through equivailent reductions anlid
 homogenisation. However. since the issue
 has been frequently posed in this wiay, it
 has acqluiredl a conitentious resonalnce thalt
 l'irst needls to be addressed on it*s own termsi.

 Benealth the opposition between al stalte-

 imposed uniforin civil code and personal
 laiws that aire sought to be reformed from
 'within' a community (and the related

 opposition between reform of personal laws
 from within and from above by the state)
 lies an unresolved but entirely patriarchal
 concern: who will control and regulate
 women and in whom will the agency for
 reform be vested? Is patriarchal control
 and/or reform to be excercised by the state
 and its institutions or by the community'?
 Will community control act in tandein with
 the state or independently of it, as in the
 recent demand for separate shariati courts?

 The choice between personal laws and a
 so-calledt unilorin civil code at one level
 appears to hinge on a choice of patriarchal
 jurisdictiolns. Does this choice have any
 meaning for women? Will the jurisdiction
 of 'community' representatives, usually
 male, functioning either independently or
 through a surrogate state be preferable to
 thlt of an impersonal staite'? Signiticantly,
 the experience of reform of personal law
 froin within, has in the case of christianis
 met only with procrastination from the
 state,"9 while for Muslims it has been one
 ol entrenchment of' religious elites and a
 'community' patriarchy complicit with the
 state. The reform ol' Hindu personal law
 from above by the state did challenge
 religious elites" but culminated in the
 promulgation of patriarchal laws by the
 state instead.4"( The legitimacy of the state
 is dubious whether in supportinig reforms
 from within or in reforining from above.
 In both, reform iof personal laws is a
 bargaining counter for the state which
 retains the power to decide whether or not
 to refornm the perisonal law of any
 community. 41

 Posing the question of laws in binary
 terms of community versus state thus is pre-
 feininist alnd cairries the patriarchal legacy
 of male reforimiism. Nineteenth-century male
 rclormism, it must be remembered, was
 invested less in eliminiating patriarchies
 than in relormulating them. It is pre-feminist
 in the way it elides feminists42 as agents
 of cloioce. decision and change aind makes
 stateiand community tlihe maujoractors. Indeed
 it is only it femilinist agency is omitted or
 denied (or restricted to the primordial
 religious group), that the question can be
 turiied into tle miale-reforimiist one of whose
 patriarchaljurisdiction women should come
 under, or posed as one of whose patriarchal
 jurisdiction will be a betier option - that ot'
 communitv or of the state.

 Till now, feminist initiatives to rcf'orimi
 personalil laws lhalve beeni habul ked as of teni

 by the staite a.s by the paniidits, mullas or
 priests whlo supposedly represent the
 'community'. In mv view. cmii dIutenn/nt 1X(

 eitll(e}- i-efoi-i /1 )er-slvonal Icl lvs t) to i7ctike iie ll
 CO0/)l1E101 /I\I. hue 'itIi a lenuzini.si algenda(lb wij

 come up agalinst hoth thew stiate alnd religious
 'community' patlrialrchal aIrrangementsa.
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 For women, community jurisdiction is as
 problematic as the state, the patriarchies of
 neither are acceptable. The former is grinding
 because it intensifies the difficulty of daily,
 local, interpersonal relationships, making
 it difficult to claim democratic rights
 contravened by personal law. The latter
 involves problems of implementation.
 functions through a self-contradicting,
 increasing delegitimised, often coercive and
 patriarchal state machinery.

 A major ditference, however, between
 state and community is that of a theoretical
 horizon. In personal law, women claim as
 wives, mothers or daughters and have a

 schizophrenic relation with citizenship,
 upholding a pernicious opposition between
 private and public, between being members
 of a community and having full rights as
 citizens. Unlike-communities. the state is
 theoretically committed to ensuring the
 rights of citizens as citizens. In striving for
 new common laws (formulated differently
 from existing laws by feminists) ratified by
 the state, women can define and claim a
 direct relation to the state, unmediated by
 community, as citizens with fundamental
 democratic rights; only as citizens can
 women potentially clallenge divisions based
 on denomination, on public and private, on
 legal categorisations, and seek, if they wish,
 secular collectivities. If elements of
 contestation and struggle are fundamental
 determinants on construction and
 implementation of legislation, then the
 history of state intervention is also itself
 partly a history of struggles again.st
 patriarchal relations institutionalised
 through the state.4" Finally, the implicit
 recognition in the Constitutionl that religions
 have sustained and legitimised caste and
 gender discrimination' led the state to be
 at once a 'protector' of religious freedom
 and a reformer of injustices based on
 religion - this contradiction too can be
 purposively anJd subversively used by
 feminists.

 Apart from the risks of isolation and
 failure, a struggle to reform personal laws
 from within,puts the onusonasmall number
 of persons.4' While making a bid for new
 common laws, the complicities of the state
 in encashing religious differences, drawing
 on and using particular sets of patriarchal
 relations, should be opposed; at the same
 time it should be asked to provide juridical
 spaces, live up to its arbitrating functions
 and be held systematically accountable as
 an agency of change and implementation.
 Such a strategy would have the added
 advantage of being a struggle in which
 feminist, left and democratic forces could
 join.

 (9) RELIGION, LAW AND THE PRIVATE DONMAIN

 The orientalisms which flourished in
 imperialised f'ormations turned religion,
 whic:h they saw as; immutable, into a primary

 axis of social classification. One long-
 standing orientalist axiom was that India
 in its past and present yields no distinction
 between religion and law. This ascribed

 fusion of religion and law, accompanied by
 a corollary characterisation of the Indian
 masses as desiring and enacting a cosmic,
 holistic life, is now employed by the
 contemporary successors of orientalists to
 defend traditions,4" of which personal laws
 are assumed to be a part, on the ground that
 all attempts towards secular laws are
 intrusive, violent and 'western' devices.

 The early orientalist identification of
 religion and law now survives primarily as
 the identilfication of religion with l)ersonal
 laws and with religious community. The
 present discourse on religious community

 seeks to make it fully determining in the

 social, legal and political arena. In a
 characteristic combination of Eurocentric
 theory and indigenist sentiment, this
 theoretical tendency continues, implicitly,
 to deny to Indians the dignity of choice and
 political affiliation while subsuming the
 question of rights, especially those of
 women, under primordial denomination.

 I doubt if the Indian past or present would
 bear out the orientalists. The undeniably
 wide sprawl of religion in social life is not

 identical witlh the so-called indivisibility of
 religion and law. From ancient times (as
 in the Arthashastra and the Smritis) to the
 Mughal period it is possible to see religion
 as a mode for legitimating law, kingship
 and extraction of surplus, that is, to see the
 very indivisibility of religion and law as an

 aspect of a working and workable ideology.
 Manipulation ot the 'sources' of laws and
 customs dates back to ancient India.4" Plural
 systems of legal arbitration, the legal force
 of local non-religious customs, and the lack
 of coincidence between any single religion
 and any one legal system, also challcge
 a simplistic conflation of religion and law.
 It is thus possible to approach the question

 contextually and contingently, to see how
 the lines between religion and law were
 drawn differently at different times, along
 lines of region, caste and strata, delimiting
 or extending the purview of religion as the
 case may be.

 I will argue that the present legal purview
 of religion, confined to personal laws, that
 is, to matters related to family, marriage
 and certain types of inheritance and
 impinging most heavily on the livets of
 women, certainly puts the orientalist axiom
 and its modern mutants themselves into the
 realm of ideology.

 From the 19th century the legal purview

 of religion has steadily narrowed, coming
 increasingly into conflict with the exigencies
 of capitalism and its legal structures which
 seek to promote both individuation and
 class reproduction. Ambedkar' s impatience
 with the spread of religion in social life and

 his argument for its legal delimitation calme

 from the viewpoint that management of
 class relations and distribution of resources
 could not be tied to religion.4" Since the
 colonial era there have been successive and
 cumulative attempts to split religion off
 from most areas. Male inheritance was one
 of these: male individuation was sought
 even within coparcenary systems but female
 individuation-was blocked off in the name
 of preserving the family and the personal
 affairs of religious cortimunities.

 Religion no longer determines the laws
 related to the ownership of agricultural
 land, tenancy, crime, commerce, inter-
 national relations and so on but is largely
 confined to laws related to family, marriage
 and some forms of inheritance,5" thereby
 producing an uneasy and unreal division
 between public and private. Unreal, because
 in practice the areas in which personal laws
 operate are interdependent with and related
 to all the other areas in law and in women's
 lives: women are governed not by family
 laws alone but by most other laws;
 inheritance, in different regional and legal
 combinations,5' straddles the public and
 private domain; while the legal compart-
 mentalisation of public and private, of work
 and family life, is at once illusory since
 women's family lives and work capacities

 are completely intertwined and mutually
 determining as well as utterly prejudicial
 for women.52 Uneasy, because this division
 simultaneously esconces religion as a means
 for the public regulation of 'private' family
 affairs on the one hand and on the other
 effectively puts religion into the domain of
 the 'private' in the sense that its legal
 purview is restricted to family matters.

 Several detinitional questions arise from
 such a division. The peculiar bracketing of
 laws related to marriage and family as
 'personal' laws produces a gendered
 definition of religion that falls more heavily
 on women. Does not this display the
 collective interests of men from different
 religions in maintaining gendered power
 hierarchies? The location of religion in the
 'private' domain has repercussions too. It
 serves to transpose the liberal rationale of
 the family as a private sanctuary ideally
 beyond state intervention (which has proved
 so detrimental for women)53 onto the
 religious community and its personal laws.
 It also shifts the onus of maintaining
 community identity onto women in marriage
 and women in t-amilial relations. Finally,
 this notion of religion assists in the replay
 of a classic logic, honed by colonial
 administrators and middle class Indians in
 the early-I 9t rv in which patriarchies

 had to be "a - i and reformed",5'
 but this time on tne gruou rL of personal laws.
 Is this demarcation of private and public
 consolingly pre-modern or eminently
 'modern'? In other words, is it in fact an

 instantiation of the c:liched liberal div sion
 of public and'private, with the public as"'te
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 sphere of universality, nationality,
 impartiality, equality in the eyes ol'the law,
 built on conisent, aind the Private als the
 sphere of particularism built on the' nitural'
 subjugation of women?'.

 It is importatnt to discuss the ideological
 rationales implicit in several types of
 contlations of law. religion, community,
 belief and women that are being made in
 def'ence of personail laws and the social

 diversity they are presumed to represent.
 In arguments resting on the conflation of

 religion, law, community a.nd beliet', any
 critique of the bases of'personal laws is seen
 as an attack on community rights, on religion
 and on matters of' beliet'. Yet why should
 group rights or at sense oft comInunity not
 he rebuilt and claIimed on lines other than
 the patriarchail'? If' the educaitional and

 cultural rights of' minorities deserve to be
 protected, why should their, or anyonc else's,
 'patriarchal rights' be protected'? Or are we
 going to def'ine patriarchies sometimes as
 religion and siometimes as culture? Are
 patriairchics the sole deterininaints or
 'guarantors' of religion'? Are patriairchlics
 to he treated( as an essential or ain alterable
 part of religion, that is, does the solution
 lie in atheissm or in reform? Why should
 a separation of' law and religion p)er se
 undermine eitlher the sense ot' belonging to
 a cominunity, or professing aind pralctising
 a religion'! It' that was the ciase how come
 the presence of common laws in most areas
 other than the t'amily ais well ais of some
 secular laws governing the f'amily have not
 already destroyed religioni and belief'?

 In my view, there can only be thrce implicit
 rationales for a conflalIition of religion, law,
 community aind belief', ainJd the corollary
 feair of' any critique of' the principles or
 bases of personall laws. The first is that
 religion should he ratit'ied by the state as
 family laiw. This is f'irly dubious and could
 simply amounit to a means f'or m;aintainint
 paitriarchies. The sccond i.s thalt once fa.mily
 law is split of'f' f'romil religion, the triad of
 religion, coimmunity and l'faith will be
 weaikenied. This aimiounlts to saying tha;lt
 religionl, community anid belief depend on
 the continuation of' patriarchies, or worse
 that group rights cannot but be hbased on
 asupersessionot'womcn's indlividuial rights.
 In either caise this is scaircely feminist.
 There is a third imlplicit rationale, which
 is, that while all other laws cain be shared
 bv ditfierent denominations (nandb y helievers
 anld non-helievers alike, Ifamlily lalws must
 be sineled out for relieious lecitimattion,
 aind Canii only bc changed, even on lines of
 geiider justicc. if'theirreligious lcgitimation
 is not challenged. Thi.s third implication
 a11so ha;ls seriotus con.scquences for womien -
 it is intaillount to saying tlihit womlen in
 their faminily relations. must both signify and
 he kept forcibly in an ideologically
 purecapi talit andl pre-conlt ract nall real i.
 ne' er mlind if the wnorld i.s chanein. Even

 if womcn aicquire further rights through

 reform of personal laws, thesc rig/its Iiu.'st
 b1w seen to fall uine thle Me i-le( ofr'ei,gion1,
 he raitified by it, aind must not contradict
 it. And since all three rationales come into
 play on/lv! in the domain of family laiw, the
 conclusion is inescapaible that the covert
 conflation is in f.act one of vt4omen with
 religion and belief and community identity.
 That is, women are uniquely required to he
 gu.arantors and preservers of a precapitil ist
 enclave produced by modern politicail aind
 economic procedures. This is !O
 conservativc a position, so rehiaislhc(d over
 200 years, and so obsessed with creating
 cultural spectaclesgeaired toneocolonialism
 and global consumption," thalt it does not
 even be dcscrved to he cnitcrtained, leIast
 of all from a feiniilist staindpoinit.

 It is also possible to outline another
 slightly diifcrent conflation in which the
 legitimaicy of personal laws is derived from
 identifying them with sociail plurality while
 social plurality hinges on a conflationi of

 law. religion and womnii 's ri0hts. Would
 the delinking of law from religion destroy
 cultural plurality and diversity of belief's
 and religious practices'? Surely it would
 only curtail sanctification of patriarcihies
 through religion and its further ratification
 by law. (Indeed it may partlyfree religions
 from the tyranny of legal definition. ) It need
 not stop the practice of religion in non-
 patriarchal ways. Or is it that the introduction
 of the same rights for all women will destroy
 plurality, that is, is it that uneienness of
 rights maikes for social plurality'? This latter
 is both anti-modernist and anti-teminist. Or
 is it that thc nominal existence ot pcrsonal
 laws is crucial regardless of how much their
 content is altered through reform'? But it
 that is the position of the upholders of sociali
 ditference, then surely theirs is a tokenist,
 non-substantive particularism alonc.

 (10) PERSONAL LAWS AND HOMO;ENISATION

 A maijor stickinga point in these positions
 is a fea.r ot homogenisation. However, the
 belief that personal laws express religious
 plurality, and the expectation that they will
 continue to do so if reformed with a view

 to gender equality, is borne out neither by
 the history of their formaition nor by their
 contents.

 The pluralism that personail .laws
 supposedly represent is in fact premised on
 ain enormous reduction while the very notion
 of religion which underlies personal laws

 is one formied through a process of
 homogenisation. The British homogenised
 personal lalws through codiftication and
 further codified custom through the
 accunmulation of ca.se liw, scarcely
 incorporatting the enormiious diversit) or
 variations of belief, sect aind practice in
 diferent reIion.s an.d. csses that existed
 even within the rubric of' the majlor
 denomlninatlions. vSubsequent reformls of1

 personal law have showni no respect for or
 commitment to this siubstantiail divcrsity.
 In fiict the reforme(d flinidu law and the
 Shariat Applicaition Act helped to create
 newly unified versionsof Hindu and Muslim.
 This did not halppen hy default: the reforimiers
 of personal laws Ifirst directly confronted

 then sought to crase the diversity of customs
 in order to homogenise the various Hindu
 aind Muslim 'commnunities' across the
 subcontinent. Even now, reform of personal
 lalws from within. 'without' or aibove is
 likely to continue this process and intensity

 the conception of'shairplv defined, hounided
 and exclusive religions on which such laws
 are based. And what is worse, it resembles
 a speciftic logic ofcoim niu nalisation onl which
 much of the present politics of electoral
 blocs rests.

 The reforms of Hindu and Muslim
 personail laws so fa.r halve produced two
 difterent mnodels of homogenisation, though
 both are in pairt, facets or extensions of a
 common historv of 1 9th century reformism.
 The coloniail regimne haid ailreaidy initroduced
 ai degree of anglicisation, privi leging textual
 over custoimarv law in what have been
 called processes of lslatnicisation and
 brahmninisation;56 aind it had codified
 customary law in piecemeal ways. As the
 realm of common statutory law expanded
 creating the still extant division between
 the public and the private, the personal laws
 governing the private domain came to be
 labelled religious laws, though they were
 either actually state eniactmnents or the
 contents of their rules had substantively

 changed.7 Subsequient reforms of these
 personal lawsSx made similar attempts to
 homogenise the variety of regional custo-
 mary laws, though only with partial success.

 The reforin of Hindiu personal law after
 independence displays certain notable
 characteristics. Firstly, the state veered
 between secular and religious legitimation.
 The first proposals for the reform of Hindu
 law used a rcligious basis but the tinal
 proposals (c g, for divorce) could not be
 traced to religious texts, an(d the claim of
 pandits to be legislators was disallowed; at
 the same timne, some rules were allowed to
 continue because they were religious, even
 though they contravened Constitutional
 principles of gender equality.s"
 Consequently the Hindu Code Bill was both
 Hinduising an(i dehinduising: in an airbitrary
 way it made the law both less a.nd more
 religious.

 Secondly, it produced a tendentious legal
 description of' a 'Hindul'. It purposively
 included the Buddhist. Jlain an(d Sikh despite
 protests. The pleal of Sikhs and some
 Buddhiists to he governed by their owin laws
 wais rejected. So too wais that of Jains on
 thc ground thit their few difterences from
 HindJuism were not fundalmentall! It further
 includled alnyonle who was nIOt a Mu.slim,
 Christialn. l'.arsi oriew; aInd it allso menltions
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 that this code would apply to any Hindu.

 Buddhist, Jain or Sikh, who has merely
 deviated from the orthodox practices of his
 religion but has not emnbraced the Muslim,
 Christian, Zoroastrian or Jewish religion.
 Next, it was extended to cover even thosc
 who did not 'profess Hinduism and were

 not 'active lollowers. Finally it wais
 rcluctatnt to make or continue regional

 exemptions."
 The bill thuis attacked most principles of

 religious pluraility and choice: it first
 recoonised the existence and claimis ot' in-
 betweeil and unclaissifliablc airea.s, discrete
 beliet systemns, overlapping religions, non-
 believers, regional specifticity, and then
 procceded to deny them ainy legali
 provenance. The negative description ot a
 Hindu, as one who was not a member of
 the tour excluded religions produced a Hindu
 so tightly mainacle(d to his/her birth thait
 even non-beliet couli not provide an exit.
 Even though the Constitution provided lfor
 the right of non-heliet and atheiism.' the

 reformed Hindu lIiw took (ivi- thefiredloi1
 of legil self-(detfitiwiiodi( (ls(vIf-(lesignation
 from individuals horn in 'Hindlu' familics.
 Thus despite its craiss aissimiilaitionism, it
 instituted it new primordialisim; even as it
 decribed more people ias 'Hindti' than had
 ever been done belore and included people
 who halld no staike in beinln so delined, it
 maide a new boundary. And hlat was worse,
 this descriptioni of Hinduisimi solely in
 relation to four excluded religions, mealnt
 thait these religions inevitaibly becaime its
 leral 'others'. This could be partly related
 to the punitive laws on conversio idiscussed
 earlier - once non-beliel hald been de-
 recoeni.sed as a mode of cxit from npersonal
 law, it remained only to try and seal the
 remalining posisibi lity of exit through
 conversion. Since the legal definition of
 Hi nduis m had been arti lfici al ly so en larged,
 presunmably all that a 'Hindu' could now
 convert to was to the tourexcluded religions.
 Thus even thie social me;anings of conversion
 were narrowed, since muclh mobility that
 would have amnounted to coniversion in the
 past wouldl now look like movement within
 the spacious amnbit ot;this Hinduism. With
 the Hindu Mahiasabha's 'shud(lhi' campaigns
 from the 1920s and the accompanying fear
 they whipped up about Hindus converting
 to Islam, conversion had become a volatile
 issue entangled in conmmunlal violence, and
 remained so in the afltermathl of partition.
 Though the attack on religious tluidity also
 had other antecedents in the colonial period
 which had made Christianity and lslam the
 malin opponents of Hinduism. and even this
 'negative' definition of Hinduism can he
 seen taking shape in the 1 891 Census,`i .he
 state now virtually handed a completed
 agenda to the Hindu communalists.
 Ironically, all1 this wals .subsequently
 defended in the name of Hinduisim being
 at once al cultulre andl a cultural .synthesis.

 When the reform proposals were discussed
 in the Lok Sabha it was claimed that
 Hinduism was not a religion hut a culture -
 a synthesis of the varied beliets, customs
 and practices of difterent people!"' The
 Hindu as legal entity becamiie difticult to
 distinguish from the onc desired by the
 Hindu Maihasabha.

 Thirdly, the erratic homogeniisationl ot
 diverse schools of hindtu laiw, premisedl on
 a northern upper caste model,"' att one level
 attempted to create a homoigenised 'Hindu'
 patriarchy through forms of levelling. Even
 women who haed more righis in soome aireais
 of' inheritaincc were now to miiake do with
 less under the Hindu Code Bill."" It preserved
 and universaliised coparcenary law, derived
 Irom the Mitakshiara, that is prejudiciall tor
 women. However, there was no unifornlity

 in some clauses (such as inheritance or
 adoption), vhi le some unexplained
 exceptions were made with the result that
 many customs and practices of Hindu laws
 continued to operate.67

 Finally, the uneasy atndi inconsistent brreak

 from its upper caste. shalstric origins and
 models, made it ditfticult for the Hindu
 Code Bill to either f ully absorb lower caste
 and class practices into homogeneous laws

 or to consider themn separately. These were
 carelessly overridden,"' with the exception
 of customairy divorces which were saved
 since 80 per cetit of 'lower caste Hindus'
 alrcady tollowcd various customs ot
 divorce." Thc state tried to act as an atent
 of uniftication, ait certain levels, of ditfferent
 castes aind patriarchies but with uneven
 results. Ironically. attempting to iron out
 the inconsistencies and remaining diversities
 in Hindu law may amount to another round
 of homogenising the 'Hindu.'

 The retorm ot the 1930s honiogenised
 Muslim personal law on somewhat difiterent
 lines: it involved an onslaught on customary
 law and customary variations as well as on
 the way customary law -constituted
 contiguous syncretic collectivities that were
 not 'fluslim' communities: it introduced
 lcgal homogeneity among Muslims as a
 basis fior common religious identity'
 entrenched religious elites, and aichieved a
 predominance of' scriptural law tltroutghi
 legislaitionz. Many of these features make
 the homogenisation ot personal law appear
 to be a facet of those 19 th century reformist
 movements that had set out to IslIamicise
 by purging syncretism. Like the reforms of
 Hindu law, it had also set out to Listen
 Muslims to their personal law.

 Till the 1937 coditication of the Shariati
 Application Act, Muslims had followed
 Islamic law in certain matters and customary
 usage in others while regionial laws and
 usages had been continuously engraf ted as
 customs."' Haryana Muslim landowners
 preferredl customary law (more c:onsoniant
 with cla3ss and patrialrchall interest) over awnd
 above the shariati law. The objectives of

 this bill were legal retorm, "securinlg
 uniformity among Muslims in allt heirsocial

 aind personall relations", to thereby 'doj ustice
 to the claims ot women for i niheriting family
 property, who, under customary law are
 debarred fronm succeeding to the same".'

 More specifically, it was initiated by the
 ulema to bring Muslims ol Punjab. North
 West Fronitier and Central Provinces,
 hitherto un(ler customary law, under a central

 persol Ilaw thalt would apply tolil Muslims
 in the country. The Act improved woniien's

 property rights but by representing the
 customairy domaiin as one ot corruption aind
 dleprivationi alone and its owil task as that
 of 'restorationm;' Muislim women, governed
 by a range of customary laws, now came
 under-a morc textual regime.7' The ulema
 wanted toestablish thc principic that Muslim
 personal law and not custom should be
 applied to Muslims. The bill attacked local
 customs and usages as too 'changeable',
 sought to cnsure certainty and definitiveness
 in laws by divestint them of all custom and

 usagcs as well as 'obedience' ot Muslims
 to their own laws. As a comnpromise with
 Jinnah who wanltcd an option between the
 shariat and customary law, benefiting

 property rights of traders and landholders,
 options wcre allowed for adoption, wills

 aind legacies.7
 This proces.s ol homnogenisation continued

 with the passing of the Dissolution of

 Muslim Marriages Act 1939. This was an
 amalgam of liberal features trom four
 schiools ot jurispruidence, giving Muslim
 women limited rights toseekdivorce.74The
 1937 Act tackled the discrepancy between
 women's shariaiti rights to property and
 customnary pra;ctice in such a way that
 attacking custom became a means for
 horiogenisation. The 1939 Act, using the
 same rhetoric ol restoration mande a notable
 departure from classical Islamic liaw in
 ruling thait apostasy of women would no
 longer be a ground for dissolution of
 marriage. Whereas thi.s could have been a
 provision encouragine intra-religious
 marriages, tolerance and individuall choice,
 the tfact thait it was restricted to women
 (mnale apostasy remalined a ground for
 dissolution of marriagre). gave it a difftterent
 ideolo,cicail location. It curtaiiled the
 opportunity for women to yte out of a
 difftticult miarriale hy apostasy2," And was
 initatted bv the ulemai upon discovel ing that
 a nlumilber- Of Muslim wonmenl were
 renouncmne ilslaim or claiming co nversion
 toqualify tor divorce under Halnali law, and
 their lear thalt womenl would contlinue to do
 so. 76 WoImIen couild simIply have been granted
 better rights to divorce, while prevailint
 judicial praictice of either not using or
 employings discretion in the application of
 a personall law to cases of the conversionl
 of ma rri ed womIen seeking to dlissolve the
 malrriace, could have continued. 'i 1uslim
 teairs of shuddthi andl of the ahdiuctmti? ,id
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 conversion of women may have played a
 role alongside the notion of women as
 .community' property. If the 1937 Act
 asserted the rule of personal law over a
 singular Muslim community, the 1939 Act
 asserted the rule of personal law and
 community over Muslim women, but in
 doing so it reversed the methods of the
 earlier Act: now men were more fully
 governed by classical Islamic law than
 women. Boundaries were tightened to keep
 womeni in. Conversion would not affect the
 marital status of a woman but nor could it

 any longer free her from conjugal bonds or
 from her husband's personal law.

 Signit'icantly, conversion functioned as
 a customary loophole for seeking divorce
 notonly forMuslim butalso Hindu, Christian
 and Parsi women. In some cases where the

 courts declared their marriages not dissolved
 by conversion, the reasoning seems
 patriarchal.7" For instance in Robasa
 Khanumn, a Parsi woman converted to Islam
 claimed her marriage was dissolved; the
 judgment praised the exemplary modernity
 of the 1939 Act, interpreted her action as
 a unilateral repudiation of marriage and
 upheld the sanctity of the Zoroastrian vow'!.
 Male unilateral divorce both legally and
 extra-judicially was a norm, but women
 moving from one religion to another to seek
 a divorce threatened ei'er-vone - Hindu,
 Muslim, Parsi, Christian - since it
 challenged religious boundaries, male
 proprietorship and patriarchal laws.

 If patriarchies, like violence, have to be
 legitimated, and on the sanme ground, as
 representing the 'whole' community, then
 community spokesmen have as much
 interest in suppressing dif'ference as
 communalists, and as I have tried to show,
 the state itselt' has been invested in
 tendentious ways of suppressing dif'erence.
 In this context, reform of1 personal law has
 been homnogenising. whether it was carried
 out from within or without. Ironically all
 these reforms claimed to be working on
 behalf of improving the status of women.

 The beliet' that reform of personal laws
 will at once uphold gender justice and
 guarantee social diversity"' is groundless.
 Indeed reform of personal laws from within
 or above is, in our context, itself an issue
 of the reduction of diversity, the suppression
 of cultural differences, and the negation of
 space for choosing, changing or disavowing
 religions. Personal laws haive been a
 principle of' homogenisation on religious
 lines; t'rom the colonial to the contemporary
 period, they have selectively aind arbitrarily
 universalised high textuality, regional or
 upper caste practices, and reformulated
 patriarchies both in their initiall codif'ication
 and in successive reforms. Further they
 t'ailed to sift the customary domain and
 incorporate its more egalitairian aispects,
 oscillatedl between bourgeois patrialrchy andl
 non-interference in 'native' religions or

 capitulated to upper caste/class patriarchal
 interests.

 My further questions is - how much of
 the 'religious character' and 'diversity' of
 personal laws will remain after a further
 reform on the lines of gender justice? Even
 if we were to differentiate our feminist
 perspective and our sensitivity to social
 plurality from these earlier attempts, would
 reform of personal laws from the point of
 view of genderjustice be less homogenising?
 Genderjustice can only push all the different
 personal laws into a similar direction since
 there are not at the moment an infinite
 number of ways to bring it about.

 The question then needs to be posed not
 as one of homogenisation per se but of its
 nature, principles and limits. New common
 laws for women would also be homo-
 genising: however, while personal laws
 sought tounifydenominational groups, such
 laws would seek common rights on a non-
 religious, egalitarian and emancipatory
 principle. I will return to this but let me

 say here that fully developed precedents for
 an unoppressive form of homogenisation,
 based in an intelligent relation with social
 diversity, that adds to cxisting legal aind
 customary rights and eliminates existing
 legal and customary disabilities, are unlikely
 to be found in colonial India or in
 contemporary laws.

 II
 Cultural Diversity

 (I I) AN IDEOLOGY OF CULTURAL DIVERSITY

 The issue of cultural diversity has two
 drastically different locations. One is an
 ideology of cultural diversity and the other
 is a renewed reckoning with the diversity
 of existing social practices in order to
 formulate laws that are not unilaterally
 destructive of all forms of diversity.

 As my earlier discussion indicates, the
 ideology of cultural diversity rests on the
 assumption of discrete homogeneous
 communities each governed by its own tidy
 primordially determined package oft
 legislation. They are deprived of internal
 diversity, looseness, and open boundaries,
 as well as assumed to cohere along lines
 of religious identity. Religion is the singuilar
 determinant, and that too a religion not
 subject to regional or class variations.
 Ironically, it is precisely this ideology that
 .also informed the processes of homo-
 genisation through personal laws.

 I will argue that existing diversity
 challenges the very principle according to
 which cultural diversity is presently defined
 as the property of pre-formed, seatled
 religious communities, transgenerational ly
 outside the ambit of change and choice, and
 on the basis of which community rights are
 delended/rncommendede. And further, I
 will argue that if we do reckon withl the
 diversity of existing social pralctices then

 the very principle of social plurality would
 have to include the 'rights' to change, make,
 break, segment and re-form 'communities' -
 without these it would be merely a principle

 of fixation, not a principle of plurality.
 In the Indian context, those features

 attributed to cultural diversity that become
 distinctly ideological can be enumerated.
 First, the spatial coexistence of many sharply
 defined, sealed religions, ordained by birth,
 never chosen or changed, each the separate
 possessor of its own tenets, own way ol li fe
 and own culture: virtually a proprietorial
 notion of separate ownership. The
 privileging of religions defined along

 potentially hegemonic lines suppresses all
 otheraxes of cultural diversity and ironically
 suppresses the diversity within religions
 themselves. Second, these multiple religions
 become the main opposition that Indiaoffers
 to western modernity, rationalism and the
 language of rights. Third, the maintenance
 of cultural diversity rests on maintaining
 or procuring community rights - which in

 practice boil down to personal laws - and
 opposing a.homogenising uniform civil
 code, an opposition* that is maintained
 without questioning the underlying
 categorisation of public and private or the
 homogenisation sought by personal laws.
 Fourth, the definition of community itself
 rests on a conflation of religion and culture,
 and more seriously, of both with patriarchy,
 running the danger of turning the defence
 of cultural diversity into a defence of diverse
 patriarchies.

 Several persons have equated personal
 laws with plurality while elements of this
 definition can be found in many places; the
 concluding proposals of a recent essay by
 Partha Chatterjee brings them together and
 carries them to a logical conclusion by
 recommending self-governing minorities,
 defined as 'religiouis groups', whose
 'cultural right' needs to be defended."' In
 a somnewhat rhetorical confrontation of'
 'them' and 'us', our cultural diversity,
 community rights and non-western post-
 colonial modernity make up one bundle
 weighed against their 'unitary rationalism
 of the language of rights', individual rights
 and western modernity. He believes that
 'cultural diversity and the right of people
 to f'ollow their own culture' which a
 secular\democratic state must protect is a

 demand. Ithlat cannot be easily squared
 with the homogenising secular dcsire for,
 let us say. a uniform civil code...the respect

 for cultur(al (liversitY and different ways of
 life finds it im)ossible to alrticulaite itselfin
 the iunitiry r(ition(alisin of ihe language (of
 righ/ts... therc is no viable way out of this
 problem within the given contours of liberal-
 democratic theory which must define the
 relaltion between the rclatively autonloinous
 domains of state and civil society in ter-ms
 always of individual rights. A.s has been
 noticeda or mtany other a.spect.s of the
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 emerging forins of non-western modernity.
 this is one more instance wher-e the
 supposedly universal forms of the modern
 state turn out to be inadequate for the
 postcolonial world [my emphases 2'

 The notion of diversity implied in his
 essay seems to be one of a finalist cultural
 differentialism in which India is a spatial

 agglomerate of separately owned, solipsistic
 cultures - Muslim, Hindu, Sikh."lThe threat
 to this cultural diversity would seem to
 arise not so much trom pressures of the
 market but from political mobilisation, on
 the basis of a unitary language of rights,
 against inequality and gender
 discriminationi.

 Since the conitent of religion as an
 operative category, and the history of
 community' legislation and its effects on
 women remain unexamined, (the question
 of women is not directly raised), while
 minority cultural rights seem to be, by and
 large, confined to the right to personal laws,
 a conflationi of religion, 'culture' anid
 patriarchy results. Further, the idea of
 difference seems to be based on an active
 deferral or denial of commonality - in this
 case the privilege of having a basic quanlium
 of shared, individual democratic righits,
 citizenship for women and an accotintaiible
 state. A diffuse, over-encompassing notion
 of post-colonial, non-western modernity
 combines with the inadequacies ot
 enlightenment rationality to tacitly preclude
 Inon-western' women from any other
 horizon of self-definition hut their 'own'
 culture. This is rather daunting since it is
 on women that personal Itws press the most
 heavily. As SahinbaLovibolnd hals eloquently
 anualysed, dismantling the as-vet-incomplcte
 projectot modernity loregaliltarian, femiiniist
 social movements runs the dangerot political
 qtiietism, parochialism and anti-feninistnsm.Y

 In Chatterjec's essay we have the added
 paradox of a self-consciously pluralist, anti-
 essentialist, anti-enlighltennment positmiodern
 position. that is ledI by its very over-
 investment in excoriating the enlightenmlent
 a1s res;ponsible for all the sins of lhe Indlia
 polity. to propagate a vcrsion of Cultural
 diversitv thalt is based on an esssentialist.
 btireaiucrattic description ol rehigiolts
 commiunity. premised on tixitv: this

 descriptioni of religious community is a
 product of the arti lice of the colonial rci me.
 formted in the exploitative relations ot
 colonislation.w markedl by the settlemlents,
 compromises a;nd patriirchlal assertions of
 both emergimig an(d ruling clalsses, a;nd
 cry.stallisedl through commilunity c laims
 predlicaited on a series of 'unifications'.
 While religious comimunlities atre pitted
 agalinlst the essentiali.sing p)rocedure.s of the
 enlightennment, they aire never themlselves
 interrrogated as bearers of a host of
 essentiallismls. Further. this defeinitionl of
 religious comnmunities as 'sealed', hals in
 the Inldian context been sihared by the H indu,

 Muslim and Sikh communalists, indigenists,

 as well as liberal theorists trying to
 accommodate community rights.

 The idea ol' cultural diversity becomes
 largely ideological whenever any excercise
 of the right to assimilate ideas of rights,
 justice, equality, and citizenship by non-
 western moderns is challenged per se,

 regardless of its political aft'iliations,
 aspiraitions and social efflects, on the sole
 ground that the ideas originiated in the 'west',
 since (in nearly tautological fashion) these
 ideas destroy cultural diversity. Cultural
 diversity in India(and some of its definitions)
 are themselves partially a product of
 colonisation, but in this ideology, cultural
 diversity begins to carry ani undercurrent
 of 'authenticity' through the prohibition on
 the appropriation of anything 'western'. Is
 cultural diversity then to be based on the
 stasis of perpetual othering? Or (in Kwaime
 Anithony Appiah's phrase), on the
 'manufacture of alterity"?

 Thus the t'irst question in an argument
 f'or cultural diversity sensitivc to gender
 justice would be - in whichi social terraiins
 is diversity being privileged'? With some
 regional variation, substantial areas of'social
 life have been 'legally' honiogenised by the
 state. Since ownerslhip ol' aricultural land.
 crimne, conmilierce, tenanlcy. intiernationial
 relations are 'public' domaiins, they iire
 either prcsumiecd to he homoceneous or to
 require honmogenisation. The onus of
 maintaiinint cultural diversity rests on
 'personial' or 'Iainily' laws while the very

 principlc of culturail diversity s0o deilined is
 based onl ain inlsidious aneid discredited
 division of ptublic aniid privatte. Is there a
 hiddeni patriarclihall agenlda, that is, are old
 precudiccs s'niply beingi rehottled in new
 acadcmnic laniguages' Is thce 'personal' a
 illulle sanctorull, and airc laniiifal patriarchiies
 the privileced site of cuLltLral diversity'?

 Anotlier favourcd terraini of' diversity is
 righlts anL thliS has ala.rmiing implication!s
 for womncl. Is the institution of comnmnon
 ri hits for women ain aigency of
 homiooenisation and dccuLIturationi'? And is
 depriving womnil ol un1iformi rights a way
 ol preserving culttirail divcrsitly'? Tl doubts
 alboult a prolilerationi of lhe lanu.agc of'
 rilhts can imply a return to premodern and
 cUtSIonary languaiges ol 'entitleinent' and
 ohligation' which were embedded in
 patriarchal arrangements.

 In wilicil situation is such a diversity

 being privileged by a jection ot the
 intelligentsia' !Are they opposing capitalism.
 the relations of exploitation that underlie
 it and the culturally homogenising
 imperatives of multinational capital or
 merely displaicing their unea.se and contuiing
 their protest to the cultural etfects of
 capitalism'? Is an argument f Or a diversity
 of personafl laws brased on sealecd
 denomninatlionasl c:ommunitiesi simply a new
 addition tO the range of anti-modernity

 positions that have accompanied capitalism,
 overdetermined by notions of pluralism
 that have been introduced and debated in
 cultural contexts very different from the
 Indian? And is this particular form of
 pluralism resistant or hospitable to
 multinational capitalism and its redivisions
 of labour and capital?

 And can we have the one sort without the
 other, that is, globall capitalisin without
 individual rights?' Can womenl tunction
 undercapitalism (which exploits indlividual
 labour) unprotected by commensurate rights
 between individuals and rights protected by
 the state'?The limited rights available under
 personal laws are not commensurate with
 present needs. We also need to differentiate
 between forms and agenicies of homo-
 genisation and heterogeneity associated with
 capitalism - market, media, technology -
 from those associated with religion and
 law. Surely we can question the historical
 terms in which the abstract idea of universal
 rights, as derived from a purportedly un-
 gendered or dc-gendered rationality, were
 initially expounded, without giving up the
 concept of rights )er se: the validity or
 invalidity of these concepts would then
 emiierge from an intelligenl exchailge
 between the material and necessarily
 different situations of women on the one
 hand, and on the other, the promise of
 rights manide initially in the namne of
 abstractions. That is, between abstract and
 concrete righlts, with the understanding that
 any concretisattion of al universatl principle
 must be contextuail. This cannot emerge
 from a prescription of anti-modernity for
 tlle 'third world'.

 (1 2) IDEOLOGY 01; DIVERSII'Y AND
 A UNIFORM CODE

 The ideology ot cultural diver'sity mankes
 its appearaince not merely in defence of
 personal lawsbut alsoindefenceolf uniform
 laws. Most especially in the reiterated
 suggestion from] liberals of makingc a
 uniform civil code that derives from the
 best of all religions. Any serious appraisal
 of religions, their relation to pattriaircllies,
 is atlien to the theorelical horizoni ol these
 positions, however good thcir- intentlionis
 may be towards women. T'he untiornm civil
 code is expected or assumed to occupy the
 samle area - personal. religious. gendered -
 as is currently ocupied by the personial laws.

 A recent essay by S N Roy exemplifies
 the way certalin types of demand for a
 unitorm civil code ca.n simply rehearse the
 same ideological iassumliptionis aibout
 religion, commiiunity and cultural diversity,
 as most argumenets for personal law. He
 describes the unitorm civil code as a
 minimumn common basis for inter-

 commnunal harmlonly with the capacity to
 reduce present ho}stility. HSe considers 19th
 century reforms to halve been reformslF from
 'within carried out by 'Hindlus', alnd upholds
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 them uncritically as a mo(del for Muslims
 now, even castigating their failure to reform
 from within in a similar fashion. Reform
 from within, he says, will take away the
 BJP's tool for communal hostility. In case
 reforms from within cannot take place, he
 argues, then 'secular' elements from all
 religions should arrive at a 'consensus' for
 auniform civil code, so that itis not imposed
 on any one. In the process. the basic tenets
 of religion should not be harmed; only the
 misusable elements (such as talaq and
 polygamy) can be taken out."5

 In a remarkably uncritical and voluntarist
 view, 19th century reforms are recast as

 religious reform from 'within' effected by
 a fully formed 'community' and the onus
 is now put on Muslims, while the projected
 uniform civil code becomes a device for
 inter-'community' conflict arbitration. Such
 a uniform civil code will not be less religious
 than personal laws - it will be a compound
 of the benevolent aspects of all religions;
 no critique of religion seems to be required.
 Nor will it be different - it will only be a
 selection, on the principle of omission,
 from existing personal laws. Nor will it be
 baised on an analysis of patriarchies - the
 laws may be for women but Itn practice they
 are a matter of religion-based arbitration
 by secular elemnents of religious
 communities. Nor indeed will it be secular -
 it will seek legitimation from secular
 elements whose own authenticity rests in
 belonging toa 'community'.Thisisaversion
 of the uniform civil code that resolves the
 question of personal law by sorting the
 wheat of religions from their chaff, by
 being a more transcendant religious law,
 .personal' to all rather than one religious:
 group. It rests on the samiie comm-unitarian
 and gender-blind premises that I have
 discussed eairlier.

 It may help to move trom questions of

 community, and, in the light of its cross
 cutting conistitution, follow two other
 questions -a fresh definition of cultural
 diversity and the extent to which it depends
 on legal pluralism - before discussing how
 much diversity the laws can address in
 relation to rights for women.

 (13) CUL.TURAL DIvI RS1TY:
 FRoNI ANOTHER STANDPOINT

 In my view, a reckoning with social
 heterogeneity would have a standpoint
 radically different from that of the ideology
 of cultural diversity. This involves
 articulating diversity as an historical
 explanation and disentangling different types
 of plurality - religious, legal, customary as
 well as those which result from the systemic
 inequalities of castes and patriarchics - in
 order to formulate an alternativc politics
 based on evaluation. The ideology of
 cultural diversity is committed to a stance
 of awnti-modernity and resists evaluation
 of anything 'raon-modern .' Whereas the

 nature of existing cultural diversity
 necessarily entails evaluation to distinguish
 between strength and hazard as well as
 between cultural diversity and social
 disparity. Further, accepting this ideology
 of cultural diversity based on discrete
 religiods communities may involve simply
 opting for different patriarchal
 arrangements.

 The'history of social plurality in India
 has to be disentangled from concepts of
 ethnicity and multiculturalism in their liberal
 and postmodernist registers. The
 segregationist differentialism carried in the
 liberal ideas of the ethnic and 'multicultural'
 not only implies many cultures residing
 together with a boundary distinguishing
 one culture from another,"b but does not
 square either with precolonial social
 formations or with the type of colonisation
 India underwent."7 Postinodern i st pluralism
 privileges a kaleidoscopic hypermobility,
 bricolage, and spatial concurrence over those
 processes of material structuration which

 determine the nature, priority and
 relationships between cultural differences-
 since national boundaries are perceived as
 a major antagonist of pluralism. its politics
 rests on the autonomy of little identities and
 decentred networks that can enter into global
 intra-communal alliances."x Theoretical
 di.tficulties aside, I do not see how the
 question of rights lor women can be posed
 from within a claim to infinite pluralisation
 or from outside the parameters of the nation-
 state. Further, the structured cultural
 networks that obtain here makes both
 integrating or balkanising attempts equally
 wilful and artificial."

 (14) RELIGIOLUS PllURAISM AND
 CULTURAL DIVERSITY

 As faras religions are concerned, religious
 plurality is not a product of the niere

 existence of many rel i g ions - of being nmore
 t/ian one - but of the nature and quality of
 their substantive social interactions, the
 field of overlaps and choices and the
 determinate hiistorical repertoires so created.
 Diversity would also partly bc that historical
 principle and process which has in
 precolonial, colonial and contemporary
 India continued to challenge discrete
 religions and their boundaries. It would be
 concerned with medieval (and later)
 traditions of comparativism, the richness
 and complexity of historical fashioning, the
 contexts in which religions were shaped,
 lived out, contested or became iiegemonic,
 as well as with the signit'icance of
 conversions in shaping a multi-religious
 formation. It would investigate how far
 'cultures' in India are and are niot separately
 owned or separately made, and make
 distinctionis between the composite and the
 syncretic. It would be concerned with the
 nature and location (in terms of class and
 region) of syncretic spreads, and would see

 both the purging of syncretisms, the
 reassertions of fluidity and renewed avenues
 of multiple choice as a continuing process.
 The ideology of cultural diversity based on
 given religious communities with imperme-
 able boundaries, assumes that the purging
 of syncretism is conpleted and irrevocable.
 It represses recognition of those diversities
 that can still be a cultural strength and
 ignores contemporary evidence of religious

 fluidity. There is a vast gulf between the
 theological systems and ideological purity
 of dominant religions and everyday religious
 practices of ordinary people that mix
 concepts, rituals, symbols from different.
 systems.'" Popular religions exist at the
 intersection of many denominations, may
 implicitly call them into question and are
 now produced as much through urbanisation
 and urban subcultures as they were 'in the
 past by local agrarian subsets of superstition
 and belief.

 The -alternative standpoint I propose
 would, however, reject religion as the
 singular determinant of cultural diversity.
 Just as religion is not the sole type of
 primordialism, and primordial community
 is not the only available form of social
 collectivity, so religion is not the singular
 axis of cultural diversity. One major reason
 for this is because cultural diversity Xs an
 effect of multiple primordialities"' in
 dynamic relation with class and other non-
 primordial collectivities. I would also reject
 as unhistorical the perception of religion an
 undifferentiated axis of cultural diversity.

 The inflation of religion as the singular
 axis of cultural diversity involves collapsing
 politically articulated difference with social
 plurality perse. The actual cultural diversity
 in the country exists in a politically
 unarticulated and politically unselfconscious
 realm. And it is this rather than four personal
 laws, a product of political articulation by
 the state and cominiiiity spokesmen, that
 constitutes genuine plurality. It would be
 a sorry state of affairs indeed if plurality
 could only be preserved now through the
 artifices of contemporary 'Hinduism' or
 'Islam'. Ironically, 'deen' and 'dharma'
 have crystallised as realms of political
 diflerence, while social commonality is
 taken for granted sinice it never obtrudes
 on the political arenia of communal contlict
 save as tolerance or human decency. In fact
 the unselfconscious and inarticulate
 character of commonality leads to the
 assumption that is has no history and is not
 -accompanied by historical memory -
 historical memory beLomes the monopoly
 of only those who claim antiquity, loss,
 decline and seek rejuvenation.

 Finally, regarding religion as the solitary
 axis of diversity has produced an
 extraordinary fetishisation, arising, as also
 in the case of religious community, from
 a narrow focus on the byproduct or

 endproduct without at the same time
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 analysing social processes. A democratic,
 sensitive social project cannot and should

 not be inimnical to cultural differences or
 diversity; nor can it afford, however, to
 t'etishise thlem. People, practices and
 institutions change as well as fossilise, and
 some changes may be actively desired or

 desirable. One possibility is to see cultural
 diversity as the entd product of short and
 long historical processes, rather than as
 direct object of annihilation or preservation.
 A 'mobile' cultural diversity cannot be the

 direct object of preservation, rules cannot
 be prescribed for maintaining in-between
 spaces. The major question as I see it, is
 not about religious pluralism or cultural
 diversityperse but aboutthe social processes
 that haive produced these phenomena in the
 past and can sustain them now under
 capitalism. We can only support those social
 processes which permit more religious
 fluidity over and above those others which
 do not.

 (15) RELIGIOUS PLURALIrY AND SYNCRETISM

 Ifwe discard the notions ot'sealed religions
 and religions as sole determinantofdiversity,
 and theorise religious plurality as
 clharacterised as much by syncretising
 interactions or processes as by the making
 ot' discrete religions, how do we evaluate
 these syncretisms? Syncretism is neither
 free ot' ideologies, nor does it have a single
 or singular moral, political and cultural
 valence. Its meanings may conjuncturally
 alter.9

 Syncretism is a site which has been
 resistant to orthodox patriarchies. For
 instance, the in-between areas produced by
 syncretism, conversion, or atheism, have
 posed a continuous threat to the interrelated
 formation of religious orthodoxies,
 community claimns and (usually uppercaste/
 class) patriarchiies. They have been most
 resistant to (anid threatened by) clear-cut
 definitions, legal codification and homo-
 genisation, anid ha,lve provided a degree
 of fluidity aned social choices. The
 categorisation of some laws as 'personial'
 has itself acted as a denomi national pressure,
 enforcing unsought clarity of definitions
 and the tyranniy of' the denominational
 'name' on thosc converts who have followed
 bits of different 'religious' laws or those
 for whom conversion was a form of rejection
 of'religious or patriarchal oppression (some
 low caste groups or somc women). Non-
 believers and atheists, mcii ir womeni. are
 as threatening for present-dlay votaries ol
 religious community as l or orthodox
 believers. Their legal riglts seldom enter
 the debate and are assumed to be covered
 by the Special Marriages Act! In such a
 context tile (usually anti-modernist)
 characterisation of' unhbelief as 'western'
 becomes ironic - the refusal to be named
 can singly or together invoke premodern

 traditions of athei!sm, an enlightenment

 secularism and/or resistance to the way

 denominational description assists
 communalisation.

 The definition of syncretism as
 'influence', whether as benign or malign,
 can be distihctly ideological and needs to
 be discarded. Syncretism both resides in
 and is aproductofa wide field of interaction.
 Commonalities resulting from coexistence
 cannot be reduced to influence, whereas a
 notion of two-way interaction has the
 advantage of speaking of structures and
 conjunctures, attending to the common
 contexts and mutual re-formations involve(d
 in cultural change. An influence-centred
 theory of interaction involves a passive
 relay and reception, a possibility for re-
 constituting ancestry/roots, a filiacentrism
 regarding originator of influence. Resting
 on a them-and-us on singular lines, it can
 lend itself to a reification of roots and
 projects of purification. Change is perceived

 as internatl to religious traditions not a
 function of contexts. Each religion becomes
 a discrete, autonomous unit which squirrels
 away little nuggets of 'influence' into its
 own hoard and discards them at will. This
 was one of the ideological premises of

 Sikhisation, Islamicisation and Hinduisation
 - influence was something to be weeded
 out. Syncretism was defined in hard versions
 of Sikhism and Islam as 'reversion' to pre-
 conversion practices and in hard versions
 of Hinduism as the corruption wrought by
 the invasion of Islam and Christianity. Under
 the guise ot erasing influence they tried to
 eratse the social space of interaction vith
 acanny knowlege that prohibiting interaction
 may be the best way for wiping out
 syncretisms.

 However, questions have to be raised
 about the specific structural locales and
 social agency of syncretisl - thal is.
 whether it is imposed or the pro(luct of co-
 existence and gradually aiccumulatiin,
 choices, whether it aims to/results in
 erasing otherditferences. the nature ol the
 resistance or challenge posed by a specil'ic
 interactive network to existing structures,
 whether it is implicated in class. caste,
 genider and nationality based dlis cri i niationi.
 Syncretisims h.ave to be con juncturally
 evaluated accordinig to their own selective
 procedures, functions, transactions, and
 telcologies. For instance in-hetweeln areas
 have atlso functioned as nodes ot
 incorporation and aissimilation and cani be
 equivocal buffers fromi 'religious
 orthodoxy'. Syncretisms especially in the
 customary domain. may be the site where
 patriarchal consensuialities operate: thait is,
 an area of shared oppressions for womenl.
 Thus though syncretism is at corrrective to
 ideologies of religious commulnlity. birth-
 bound idenitity and cultLural diversity, it
 cannot be offered as a panaceaw since it has
 itself to be opened to aIn equallIy rigorous
 in terrogati on .

 (1 6) DISPARITY AND DIVERSIrY

 Syncretism has never been articulated as
 a concrete coherent political position t'rom
 which lessons of resistance can be learnt
 by feminists. Before itcan be so articulated,
 syncretism and other forms of diversity
 have to be opened to even sharper questions
 of patriarchal ideologies and privilege by
 confronting the subtle contlations of and
 explicit refusal to make distinctions between
 social diversity and social inequalities.

 Cultural diversity is formed in a complex
 play of power. resources, geography and
 political systems. ldeas of 'essential'
 dit'ference have been a notorious basis for
 discrimination. Do 'differences' produced
 on the basis of class, caste, race or gender,
 the products of systemic inequality, now
 need to be preserved as indices of cultural
 diversity? Can plural practices resulting
 from the discriminations or exclusions of
 caste and gender useftully be called diversity,
 and if so is it a d'esirable diversity?

 While we cannot af'l'ord to politically
 confuse cultural diversity with social
 disparity, we have to simultaneously
 recognise that in our history disparities
 have indeed produced specific forms of
 diversity. For instanice, diversity can aIso
 be a product of the differential distribution
 of patriarchal oppressions/protections and
 customary rights/disablements. This in fact
 can be an evaluative standpoint froim where
 the question of wvlhich cultural ditferences
 are bought to be maintaiined canl be addressed:
 that is, do they help wonien and substanttively

 enlarge their choices or simply entrench
 diverse patriarchal arrangements. Unless
 cultural diversity is confronted with such
 questions it runs the danger of beconming
 a localised replay of the angst of colonial
 anthropologists or of the bad faiths of
 bourgeois anxiety vacillating between
 destroyinig an(d preserving its 'others'.

 (1 7) REIuGIOUS PLtJRALISNI, CUS-I1OM,

 PAT 1RIARCIIIES

 Similar questions halvc te be addressed
 to the diversities in the customary domcain.
 The customiairy domaini is not reducible to
 personial laws (thecse are a compound of new
 statutes, derivatiotns 1'rom customary law
 and a suppression of customary variation)
 and is far wider than religious plurality
 since it incorporates primordial and non-
 primordial formns o1' social organisation,
 and relates to most material aspects of life.
 Thecontlation of custom, religion and fixity,
 as by British administrators led by William
 Jones in the late- I gth aind early- 1 9th century,

 is utterly misleading.
 Customs display innumerable relations

 to textual religion or scriptural tenets ranging
 on a continuum f'rom co-operationi to
 antagonism. Thley maly be f'ormed in
 ignorance. in talcit contravention, or as
 rejection of religiouls texts, or through
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 exclusion by scriptural texts (as of low
 castes). They may be a way of resolving
 the needs of changing social formations
 against a fixed, static body of texts, or part
 of the gradual and relatively non-conflictual
 adaptation of religions to social change.
 They may take advantage of discrepancies
 in texts.93 They invent practices not covered
 in texts, authorise present necds or desires,
 and may defend obvious deviances on the
 ground of custom.

 Customs thus are dil'ferential or varied
 embodiments of more or less univocal texts.
 What is more important. they show that
 religion is not and hlias seldom beeni the
 unalterable letter of thle law. Custom is the
 battlegrouniid on which the full, embodied
 sociality of religious texts is established.
 To comnplicate matters turther, many of these
 relatiotis of'custom to religion are replicated
 in the range of relations between custoImi and
 statutory laws whethler personail or general.

 In some situations, not all. customs have
 untited men and womnIl aIcross deno-
 minational lines. on rationales of region,
 class and/or syncreticismn, but at others they
 have rein forcedcaste aind religiousdivisions.
 Synlcretic custoImls. including somne of
 women's religious practices. take effect in
 a context of sociological norms and social
 tolerainces.94 But custom is also a major
 field of patriarchali, assertioin in the torir ol
 class alnd caste dit'ferentiation - subject to
 both consenstis and contflict. Upper caste
 customs can he guarded as privileges anld
 lower groups not be allowed to practice
 them. Customls are equivocal about
 patriarchies - they may grant or deny
 cntitlements to women, and as a form of
 local pressure can work both for and against
 women. Customs which chal lenge religious
 texts or commnentaries or assist cross
 denominational social unities may be as
 patriarchall as those that conform to texts
 or maintain religious boundaries.

 Thus if the customary domain is indeed
 the lalrgest single determinant of' cultural
 diversity, it is allso the most dift'icult and
 necessary to evaluate for a secular femiiinist
 project. It maty provide lessonis in the way
 social processes challenge high textuaility
 and throw up secular nornms or non-religious
 law but it is f'ar too ambivalent to be a source
 for laws.

 (1 8) LEGAL PLIJRALISM

 There are two existing types of legal
 pluralism: as established througlh the laws
 and functioning ol'the state, and as practised
 in tihe reailm of non-state customary
 arbitration. Both have helped to sustain
 regionall .and religious diversity but as
 entwined with class. caste and gender
 inequality. It' they have helped to maintain
 social plurality. thev hatve given similar
 as;sistance to diverse patriairchies. However,
 there is; no simlple f'it betweenle Igal plurali.sm
 and religious plurallism. and this could help

 in thinking of the boundaries between law
 and religion historically, contextually and
 contingently.

 Legal pluralism has a complex, tortuous
 history. Ancient Indian law was structured
 around demarcating different categories of
 persons on lines of caste, gender or
 denomination (atheists were a persistent
 .other'). Thus one source of legal pluralism
 was the order of castes that determined
 claimable entitlements, obligations,
 privileges, as well as punishments and
 violations for each group on a descending

 scale. Consequently, no right was
 theoretically universalisable, and no crime
 was the same, that is, open to identical

 punishment. The Smritis further allowed
 for discrete, overlapping, intersecting
 patriarchal arrangements for different
 castes. The logic of northern conquests and
 expansion was another source of legal
 pluralism. For instance the Manusiniriti
 enjoins leaving the customs of'the conqucred
 intact (opening both text and customii to
 conjunctural use). This logic brought into
 play a variety of practices ranging from
 non-intertercncc to partial incorporationi
 (as ofl tribal groups), and produced a long-
 standing tension betweeni the customary
 and the textual.9" New interpretations and
 commentatries as well as dif't'crenit schools
 of law, often tied to denominaitions. made
 f'or a theoretical pluralism, coinpounlded by
 customary variations in reionls and social
 groups. The inconsistency of texts as well
 as the leeway they gave to well-instructed
 brahmins to decide cases h0r which there
 were no general rules. both miade tor a
 structured looseness anid a built-in heuristic
 space thatt was sought to he kiept as the
 monopoly of brahimiin.s. However, there
 probably existed a multiplicily ofjural sites
 based in tribal organisatiol. caste division
 and localities alongside th(e powers vested
 with the monarch anid in the state."6

 Some of these feaitures cani still be seen
 in the medieval period, thoUgh a common
 criminal law was introduiced, sometimes
 with provisos of difterentlial aipplicationi on
 the basis of denomination (Akbar tried to
 minimise thcse), and new legal principles
 were also sectorally introduced. A nlew
 notion of contractual, ailienalble and
 claimable 'rights' was implied in lihaz and
 entered into difl'erent relations with eatrlier
 conicepts ol' 'entitlement.' There is also
 evidence for the niultiplicity of jural sites
 in a number of regions. "7

 The colonial regime only effected
 piecemeal homoeilnisation; it introduced
 many legal changes but did not or could
 not end legal pluralism. The British
 discovery of, alliance with, anld/or usurpation
 of local sources of power and authority
 dates back to the selective non-interference
 of the late-l8th century, and was a source
 of legall heterogeneity. So too was the
 oscillaltion of the coloniall state between

 non-interference and the desire to selectively
 institute a version of bourgeois patriarchy.
 British policies involved attempts to
 homogenise certain laws, especially those

 governing land relations and crime, an
 extremely problematic codification of

 personal laws, a practical extension of the
 principle of denominational categorisation
 beyond Hindu and Muslim personal law,
 but effectively allowing for immense
 regional variation depending* on which
 problem was being tackled where and in
 which political conjuncture.

 Laws in the presidency areas differed,
 and often on patriarchal lines: in some
 places selected and reconstructed versions
 of Hindu upper caste laws were sought to
 be universalised - for instance the

 Manusmriti, was scarcely popular in the
 south; in other areas like Punjab customary
 laws were sanctioned.98 Despite the fears
 of homogenisation it raised, the Special
 Marriages Act functioned as a form of legal
 pluralism, making civil marriage available
 for the English educated, the 'secular', those
 who tavoured choice of partner, and/or
 wished to make inter-caste marriages.

 Disputes between personis who were neither
 Hindu nor Muslim, in presidenicy areas,
 were arbitrated throuigh the application of
 English law, or by applying existing custom
 or even the law of the country ofo rigin."1

 The areas under indirect rule l'ollowed
 differing trajectories. Some princely states
 like Baroda and Indore instituted a civil
 marriage act before the presidency areas.'"'
 Others became patriarchal havens - for
 instance those whichi did not institute a
 minimum age of consent even wheln it was
 instituted in the presidency areas, provided
 avenues of selection. Both Hindus and
 Muslims crossed borders to obtain child
 marriages more beneficial to patriarchal
 arrangements - a 'diversity' that did niot
 benefit women.

 While the coloniial state was divided or
 inconsislent. people often excercised

 choices, in mlatters relating to mnarriage and
 family, between non-British customlary law
 and statutory British law depending on wlihat
 seemed more appropriate, easily availalble
 and favourable. Customiary law wats inot
 fully codified while personail laws hiadl onily
 partly homogenised the variety of regional
 and customary laws, and people ol'ten used
 a combination of personal and customary
 laws. The rule of personal law was far from
 absolute: laws for Christians, Muslims and
 Hindus vairiec( according to domicile
 throughout the colonial period.'0' Further,
 different laws in dift'erent states underdirect
 and indirect British rule alongside the
 continuation of non-statejural sites produced
 legal shopping. Simultaneously, most people
 were under the jurisdiction of caste-law
 which remained relatively independAenlt of'
 court-law and could be as inhibiting alnd
 pervasive. 0(2
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 The present torms of legal pluralism also
 exist at both state and non-state sites. and
 some of these are simply continuations otf
 earlier forms. The state enacts its own brand
 of legal plurallism through politically
 motivated, selective interference and non-
 interference in personal laws."'

 At one level, the contradictions between
 Constitutional provrisions for genderjustice
 and funtdamental rights and some ot the

 statutory laws (both personial and general)
 have produced a multiplicity of competing
 interpretations, some of which are useful
 tor feminists and some not. This is
 complicated by the contradiction in the
 Constitution itself,. recognised by its

 architects, between tlle freedom ol religious
 practice and reforins oriented to gender

 justice.
 At a second level there is a plurality built

 into the laws through the variations in state
 laws."'4 through continuation of colonial
 laws, partial codifi;cation and internal
 inconsistencies,"' as well as through
 available options andl exemptioins positing
 ditleretit principles and\or categories ot
 persmns. For instance, personal laws,
 exeinptions for tribal women and for some
 botdies of customary law, a small pool of
 general laws, sections of the crimiiinial code
 relevant to women, the Special Marriage
 Act and Indian Succession Act - all g,overn
 faamily relations but are not forined on
 identical principles. The distinction between
 religion-based and sectilar laws is not cleair-
 cut. Some particularistiL provisions from
 personal laws have seepc( into nonl-relicious
 laws. Other interrelationmships hetween the
 two also exist or have hecn introduccd.'"}
 The rnutual contanminationl of el 'ieion-btased
 and secular laws senms to tuncltion through
 connections. segre-ations Itand dispersal.
 Some areas like inheritance arc governed
 piecemeal by persona.ll aind non-religious
 laws. Personal laiws work in tali(lein with
 other statutory laws - neither domaini is
 autonomous - while therc aIre some routes
 of' a ccess from a personial law it) some
 ,ecu lar laws."), (This is not to speaik of an

 utinitended plUr4ality arlsing f'romn the
 un homniogeni se(, labryntlhine, and
 unraitionalised asl)ects )t tie law as a whole.)

 In some cases. combinations of'customalry
 aind personal law aire still a vailahle, whilc
 in sorne other cases customiary laiws iltonie
 are practised. Customs aire legally
 established and becomiie eflfi cacious throug>h
 precedent and case law; they cain) in theory
 overrule statuitory law but in practice this
 tends to be arbitrarr. Statutory latw does
 recognise certain custoiimary areais if
 precedent cani be proved and if no statutc
 has previously cut across or overridden it. ""

 Custom is the interface. between law and
 practice")' and was given differenit
 reco"nitions in diffe rent legal systems - for
 instance brahminicall, mughal and colonial.
 Customary variations are not subjected to

 any single convincing rationalisation. At
 present one aspect of custozm exists in active

 relation to statutory law, seekiing either
 exemnption or inclusion. However, there is
 a vaster domain of customary and juridical
 practice and extra-legal jural sites that is

 either tacitly propped up by statutory laws,
 or demarcated (and so restructured) by being
 left out, or runs parallel to statutory law and
 court procedures bearing no direct relation

 to them, or even has a relative autonomny
 from them. It is imnplemented by customary
 arbitration, caste councils, caste and vi llage
 panchayats as well as village elite. Here the

 tfaces of practised patriarchies are visible
 whether in widow-immolation, punishments
 tor intercaste marriage or 'community'
 virginity tests. "(These forms of customary
 arbitration, with their independent roster of
 customs, laws anid 'crimes,' personal to
 local groups, can he more punitive than law
 courts. And with no recourse. Indeed their
 greater flexibility and efficient implement-
 ation, cain lor the same reasons lead to
 greater oppression and become a feature of
 local pa-triarclhal coercion. Pattriarchal
 Customary practice enforced by the punitive
 catpacity of local yet powerful consens-
 ialities, the frequenit coincidence of jural
 'commulllnities' with the holders ofcconomic,
 social, or cultural power (for example village
 elites), etfects all sectionis of thc oppressed
 includinig women.

 In mainy cases such jural groups have
 been comning into contlict with the new
 legal system: o'ten local institutions and
 tlc daily powero ovillageelitesa re atlstake.
 But these coniflicts are not of a single type.
 Therefore in ealch caise teminlists have to
 ask the question of whether thc shift fronm
 customairy to statutory enhanices or reduces
 the agency and the rights of women. The
 question is one otfextraordinary complexity
 since local custoImls aire imbricated in the
 local economly of types of aigricultural
 production, division of labour iand labour
 requirements, ecology. nt tire ol'commnerce.
 caiste divisionis. distribution of land and the
 manrket lor land. as well ats related to andl
 responsive to chainging econlomies, tile
 pressures of the imarket. the law itself, a-nd
 to caste andi class mobility.

 T'he centrali-sing laws of the colonial and
 contemporarv state have thus co-existed
 with ac ntilmbher of uncentraliised, operative
 jural sites, jurisdictionls, juridical and
 arbitrationi processes. (Indeed some
 centrallising laws were, in theory,
 consciously institute(l agiiist these multiple
 jurisdictions.) Wlhile the presence of tlhcse
 jurisdictionis does iiTiply levels of non-
 intrusion iii civil Isociety on the part ot the
 statte, it does not imply any commitient
 to social plurallsis. In ancient india. legal
 pluralism w.s partly an ef fec ot state
 expansion accompanied hy selective non-
 interferenc:e in the cs:itoms of conqluered
 peoples, dlisplalyinlg a taceit ins estmient in

 social hierarchies. With bothi the colom(ni;_
 and contemporary state. legal pluralism, and
 jural multiplicity conlinue to imply x irileties
 ot praginatisnm, while with the conteimp0rary
 state they lurther imply a reneging oii the
 promiise of demilocratisationi. This is so
 because prior to 1 947 no state had been eve n

 theoretically commnitted to social and gender
 equality.

 However, in part legail plurallismi has also
 been aii effect of the continuillg implication
 of civil society itself in incquality aind
 patriarchies. Thrle range ol choices that extra-
 judicial systems provide has never heen
 accompanied by the iiistititution ot equality:
 nor are these necessarily enlabl)ing for
 women.

 We can idealise neither existing .statutory
 nor customiiary laws. Trhe patrirarchies
 entorced in non-staite jural sitcs have to be
 resisted as much as those of the staite and
 its laiws. Given this equivocaitive chairaicter
 of legal pluralism, wlhetlher statutory or
 extra-staitutory, a femninist legal project
 would need to keelp in inind the difficulties
 of' squaring legal retormii witlh the ground
 realities of extra-judicial legal piuralirsti,
 given the small number of womeni who take
 recourse to the legal systems coml)ared to
 those governed by the extra-judicial domain.
 Further, if until now neithier legatl
 homogeneity nor heterogeneity p)er se
 have been a guaranteeof justice tor women
 or the removai of patriarchy, then the
 question of legal inequality hias to be
 addressed to both lthe itate and civil society
 and its customary practices. ,Even
 supporters of reformed personal laws or
 ol a uniform civi.l code ca.ninot escape this
 question).

 The question ol rights ftor womcnen then
 caninot be reconiciled or even posed within
 religious pluralism, within existinlg types
 of' statutory and extra-statutory legal
 pluralisim, or within existing torimis of legal
 homogenisation. The crucial question of
 the most enabling forms of homogenleity
 and diversity can be approached only through
 a discussion of multiple patriarcilies.

 (To be Concluded)

 [Author's Note: This essay begani in Kainpiur
 at a workshop of women activists in Matrcil
 1993. Presentations based on dil TIerenit
 sections were given at a seminar on
 t'undamentatlism in Melbourne. October
 1994; Kasauli, Marchi 1995 (seminar on
 Governance in Multicultural Societies);
 Slovenia, May 1995 (conference on The
 Nation and its Others); School of Oriental
 and African Studies, May 1995; aild a public
 meeting on the LJniform Civil Code
 organised by Saheli in Delhi, August 1995.

 I am deepiv gyratetul to Aij.az Ahmed,
 Gautam Navlakha, Amit Gupta antid Swati
 Joshi for their comments. The
 responsibility for the views expressed,

 however, is enitirely mnine.j
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 Notes

 I In framing the demand for a unifonn civil
 code as an implementation of a directive
 principle in the Constitution, the BJP seeks
 not only to prove its own lgalism but to
 present itself as fulfilling the proinise of
 independence both in its ideals and in its
 legality. In doing so it is pretending to forget
 its own illegality and denigration of the
 Constitution during the destruction of the
 Babri mnasjid. Further, in order to propagate
 the uniform civil code, it is now quoting

 chapter and verse from the same Nehruvian
 secularists who are otherwise its special
 targets, such as Ambedkar, Munshi and
 Masani (Madan Lal Khurana, The Timties of
 lltdia, August 12. 1995). This excercise is
 intended to blur their own ideological
 affiliation to the Hindu Mahasabha that had
 opposed reforins of Hindu law. It is also
 intended to disguise the fact that their
 propagation of a uniforrm civil code has the
 saime rationale as the destruction of Babri
 imasjid - that was a revenge by self-designated
 victimis against a 'historical injustice', now
 the uniforimi civil code is to be a revenige by
 victimns' of a partially reforined Hindiu law
 that took away soime imale privileges.
 At present the BJP is staking its claiii for 'one
 nation and one code' on the 'equality' and
 'dignity of womn;ahood'. Their uniform civil
 code would be the amalgatnation of the best
 froin each coinimunity: the best froii various
 codes would betculled and incorporated, while
 the bad and outdated would be deleted (retd
 judge Gumanimial Lodha, Thie Timees (fJ lndiai,
 August 3, 1995; Sushma Swaraj, Inidi(i,
 Express, July 31, 1995). Advani promises
 that a uniforim civil code will 'strengthen the
 secular fabric and deliver gender justice'
 (Hind(lu. July 1 8, 1995) and some
 spokespersons are presenting themselves as
 above religious divisions. They claim that the
 uniforim civil code will not be an imposition
 of Hindu personal laws on minorities, it "would
 also do away with the evils afflictin'! the
 Hindu society" (Inidia,m Express, August 2,
 1995), for instance the discrimination against
 hindu woimen in maitters of custody and
 inheritance (Hinidu, July 24, 1995), while
 some take protective positions vis-ai-vis
 minority women. Desertion of wives with
 pitiful alimony is common among Christians
 and Hindus in Meghalaya according to
 Sushma Swara j.
 However, their anti-Muslim bias leaks out in
 a number of ways. First. in showing up the
 'backwardness' of Indian Muslimnsby pointing
 out that Islain is capable of reforin and has
 been reformed in other countries (D K Jain,
 Indioan Express, August 2, 1995), without
 acknowledging how their own aggression
 retards reforim and change by putting
 minorities on the defensive and silencing
 minority women. Second, in pointing at the
 ,exemplary' nature of the Hindu personal
 law's accoininodation to change, (Sushma
 Swaraj says if the Hindu 'civil code' could
 be evolved why not those of other groups):
 and thirdly, in localising polygainy as a
 'Muslim' issue (V H DJalinia, VHP president,
 The Times (f lndia, August 3, 1995) partly
 by focusing on the handful of Hindu men
 who converted to Islain in order to marry
 again, and forgetting the innumerable Hindu
 men who commnit bigamy without bothering
 to conivert.

 Further, their political strategy, in which the
 women's wing or Mahila Morcha willl
 up gender justice through a uniform civil
 code, makes it clear that the einphasis on
 genderjustice is a form of moderate Hindutva
 (Hindu, July 18, 1995). This is borne out too
 by its wariness in concretising either the

 content of the proposed code, (the uniforn
 civil code will be drafted by constituting a

 law commission [Sushma Swaraj, ibid]), or
 even of the proposed anti-polygany law for
 BJP ruled states which has remained a
 controversial issue in inner party debates
 (Statesonan, July 24, 1995). Vajpayee felt that
 even drafting the anti-polygany law was best
 left to the centre (Indian Express, July 23,
 1995).

 2 For some of these complex logics of pre-
 modern and 19th century corporate 'jati'
 mobility see Hitesranjan Sanyal, Social
 Mobility in Ben,gal, Calcutta, Papyrus, 1981,
 pp 42-44, 48-49.

 3 For a discussion of this process in the
 Hindustani belt in the 1870s see Kumkum
 Sangari, "Differentiating between Hindu'
 and 'Muslim' Women - on Domestic Sites",
 presented at seminar on 'Appropriating
 Gender: Women's Activism and the
 Politicisation of Religion in South Asia',
 Bellagio, August 1994.

 4 The fact that religious reformiiation was at.
 the timne understood as a politically efficient
 compound of class, caste and cominunity
 claims is well illustrated by li massive
 conversion of the Punjab chun lt to Islam,
 Sikhismn, Christianity as well as the Arya
 Samnaj. For an account of these as well as
 other lower caste conversions to these
 religions see Duncan B Forrester, Ca.ste
 and Christianit!: Attitudes (atid Policies on
 Caste of An,glo-Saixont Protestainit Missionts
 inl India, London, Curzon Press, 1980.
 pp 73, 81-2, 87-88.

 5 As Lucy Cairoll has pointed out "those seekiig
 patronage or protesting proscription had to
 speak in the name of a bureaucratically
 recognised category ('Colonial Perceptions
 of Indian Society and the Emergence of Caste
 Associations', Journaol of Asiaiim Studies, 37
 (1978), p 249).

 6 Forms of Hinduisation eimierged in the 18th

 century as shifting, praggmatic modes of legiti-
 mation accoinpanied by enlarging avenues
 of mobility and the growth of an intermediary
 strata following the parcellisation of the
 mughal empire. On this latter see Burton
 Stein, 'Toward and Indian Petty Bourgeoisie:
 Outline of an Approach', Ecornonuic aind
 Political Weekly 26:4 January 1991.
 According to Harjot Oberoi, the production
 of auniformn Sikh identity in the 18th and 19th
 century through class formation was an aid
 to bargaining with the British and buttressed
 by the colonial state through institutions like
 the army which recruited on the basis of
 religious affiliation; this process of Sikhisation
 worked at the expense of participation in

 popular religions and festivity, syncretic
 worship of non-Sikh deities, the fluid diversity
 of sects within Sikhism, as well as the
 ambiguous categories and borders between
 Sikhismn, Hiuduismn and Islam. See The
 Construction of' Religious Boundairies:
 Culture, Identity and Diversity in the Sikh
 Tradition, Oxford University Press, Delhi,
 1 994. .

 7 For instance the labelling and compart-

 mentalising of major religions meant

 suppressing oreroding huge variations ainong
 Sikhs, Muslims and Hindus as well as shared
 practices ainong thein. Of the 40 imillion
 'Hindus' returned by the 1891 census, one-
 and-a-half million were "unable to record the
 deity they worshipped", two-and-a-half
 million worshipped Muslimn saints, and four

 million indulged in varieties of animism and
 "superstition" (William Crooke,

 Northwestern Provinces of India. Cosmno, rpt
 Delhi, 1987, pp 240-42.

 8 From the late 19th century, an increasingly
 'negative' and absorptive definition of
 Hinduism as all that was not Islamic, Christian
 or Zoroastrian, at first made both Christianity
 and Islam the main 'opponents' of a newly
 'unified' Hinduism, and later, after

 independence, mainly Islam. Whether dalits
 can be said to 'belong' to the Hindu fold
 remains an open question -there are histories
 of successive, partially successful attempts
 to Hinduise and incorporate them into a
 reformed Hinduism by upper castes as well
 as histories of resistance by dalits ranging
 from anti-brahminism to emphatical refusal
 to be defined as Hindu.

 9 Ironically, some of this is visible in the choices
 of some of the forebears of the Hindu right
 such as LalaLajpat Rai. Born into an Agarwal
 'bania' family, his grandfatiher belonged to
 a Jain sect, his mother was a Sikh, his father
 was a 'partial' convert to Islamii, while Lajpat
 Rai himself. after some dabbling with the
 Brahmo Samaj, chose the reforined
 'Hinduism' of the Arya Samaj.

 10 It is worth keeping in mind that one coinponent
 of contemporary communal riots has beer.
 the appropriation and destruction of the
 'other' community's capital - shops,
 factories, stock, real estate. For the survival
 and growth of precapitalist institutions in
 symbiotic co-existence with highly
 exploitative modes of surplus appropriation
 see Amiya Kumnar Bagchi, 'From a Fractured
 Compromise to a Deinocratic Consensus',
 EPW, 26: 11-12, Annual Number, March
 1991, p 615.

 1 On this point see Frederic Jamimeson,
 Positnoderniisin or, the Cultural Logic of Late
 C'apitalismn Durhan: Duke University Press,
 199 1, pp 304-05, 337, 390. Jameson's remark
 that when conteinporary religious doctrinal
 reaffirmation appears within "an environinent
 of completed modernisation and
 rationalisation, it may be considered to have
 a simulated relationship to the past rather
 than a commemmorative one," is also
 pertinent in this context.

 12 For adiscussion ofthis meaning ofcomnmunity
 see G A Cohen, 'Back to Socialist Basics',
 New LeJt Review, 207 (1994), p 9.

 13 In the precolonial period influential groups

 (such as Muslims and rajputs) were formed
 from both immigrants and prior residents,
 occupied every social strata including ruling
 elites, were both law-makers and subject to
 local laws with a coinplex intertwined history.
 Religious group had ups and downs, there
 were intermittent religious persecutions of
 different religious groups over the centuries,
 but no single religious group has a history
 of only victimage.

 14 For instance Partha Chatterjee recommends
 self-governing religious communities. His
 concern is to find "a defensible argument"
 and a "strategic politics" for minority cultural
 rights" in the present situation. He bases these
 rights in the self-justificatory potentials of a
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 minority - and these are in turn based on the
 "consent" that each "religious group" will
 seek from its members through some forms

 of internal elective democracy and
 representative institutions (such as the
 Gurudwara Prabhandak Committee) thrown
 up from political processes within each
 minority group ('Secularism- and Toleration',

 EPW (July 9 1994, pp 1775-77). There are
 several evident difficulties in his formulation.
 The somewhat voluntavist assumptions that
 religious groups can generate internal political
 processes separate from the wider polity and

 that these will be 'democratic' are fairly
 problematic. His ideathat an 'elective' process

 will throw up 'true' representatives of each
 religious group does not take operative power
 structures into account while the belief that
 community' representation will be just in its
 own tenns (to women?) seeins ungrounded.
 The conception of coininunity consent does
 not tackle consent to gender inequality; where
 and how women will become agents in the
 internal transfonination of religious groups or
 challenge their "regulative powers" is left
 undiscussed; nor does the essay consider the
 likelihood that the demnocratic aspirations of
 many women may not or cannot be tied to
 communitarian or denominational identities.

 15 For a discussion of the question of consent
 and that of women comimiitted to Hindutva
 see Kuinkum Sangari, 'Consent, Agency and
 Rhetoricsofl nciteinent', EPW, 28:18, May I,
 1993.

 16 On this point see also Archana Parasher,

 Women and Fanmiili Lawt Reftwin in India,
 Sage, Delhi, 1992., p 184.

 17 For instance muslim and non-Muslim women
 protested against the Muslim Women's Bill
 in 1986. while Shahbano was made to
 withdraw her case by religious leaders
 (Prasher, pp 311-13).

 18 It is worth remembering that after the Deorala
 widow-inmnolation the imagination of
 metropolitan ideologues, overdeterinined by
 a nativist aniti-coloniialisimi, was gripped by
 the idea of a 'voluntary sati' as an expression
 of the widow's own 'free will'. and that their
 notions coincided with the views of those
 locall.y involved in this and similar episodes.
 See Kumkum Sangari, 'Perpetuating the
 Myth', Seminar, 342 February 1988.

 19 Lovibond's attempt to describe an anti-
 essentialist universalist politics may be useful.
 She points out that "the ultimate goal of
 liberation movements is not to invenit new
 'identities' along the lines laid down by
 existing structures of doinination, but to
 dismantle these structures and so release thL
 energies of each individual for the work of
 active (as opposed to reactive) self definition.
 In this sense a universalist politics, far from
 leading to 'essentialism', calls into question
 every 'essence' arising from social
 arrangements which could be amended
 through collective choice." See Sabina
 Lovibond, 'Feminism and Pragmatism: A
 Reply to Richard Rorty', New Left Review,
 193, 1992, p 74.

 20 Chatterjee argues through a Foucauldian
 notion of 'governmentality' for an acceptance
 in the present political context of a situatii
 "where a group could insist on its right noI
 to give reasons for doing things differently
 provided it explains itself adequately in its
 own chosen forum" (p 1775). He does not
 explain the principles by which such
 inscrutability will be withheld from or denied

 to majority religious communities or to
 'minorities' withir. majorities. For instance
 one ground for defence of widow-immolation
 after the Deorala episode was that
 'westemised' women were strangers to the
 niceties of Hindu belief and therefore had no
 right to oppose it.

 21 In our context, self-representation may give
 communalism and proprietary patriarchies a
 new lease of life.

 22 For an elaboration of these see Sangari,
 'Consent, Agency'.

 23 Flavia Agnes, 'Women's Movement within
 a Secular Framework', EPW, 29:19, (May 7
 1994), pp 1123-27.

 24 Madhu Kishwar has pointed out that
 exploitative family structures which keep
 women subjected reccj Xe crucial support from
 the state through 1aA Yuand rules of behaviour
 which legitimate the authority of the inale
 members over the lives of members of the
 family ('Some Aspects of Bondage: the Denial
 of Fundamental Rights to Women', Manushi
 31, (January-February 1983).

 25 Not only did the government accept religio-
 political leaders as sole spokesmen for the
 entire 'cominunity' but the state has been
 party to the construction of the shariat as
 immutable (Prasher, p 172). Hasan has also
 emphasised the mutual coimpleinentarity of
 government and religious leadership in
 reinforcing cominunity identity and the
 narrow construction of this identity in terms
 of personal law; Congress ideology anid
 political practice reduced minority rights to
 personal law and reduced this in turn to
 religious rights. The protests of Muslim
 women against the Muslim Womeni's Bill
 involved confrontiation of both state and
 community, but liberal and progressive
 opinion was ignored. See Zoya Hasan,
 'Cominunalisin, State Policy, and the
 Question of Woinen's Rights in Contemn-
 porary India', Bulletin of Concernmed Asian
 'scholars. 25:4 1993, pp 11, 14: 'Minority
 Identity' in For-ging IdenItities: Genider,
 Commtitouniities and tie State, Zoya Hasan (ed),
 Kali, Dellis, 1994, pp 63, 68.

 26 Hindus initiated this style of defence in their
 opposition to the proposed Special Marriages
 Act trom 1 868 to 1872, and to its later
 anendments in the 1920s and 1950s; this,
 among other things, was made on the ground
 that the Act challenged the notion of marriage
 as saciamnental and indissoluble, threatened
 to constrict the unrestricted polygamy of
 Hiisdu ,aen, undermined the ways in which
 religion prevented the free choice of spouse
 and regulated sexuality, undercut the
 patriarchal authority of the famnily and the
 social authority of caste Muslim opposition,
 which first appeared in the 1930s and 1950s,
 was focused on the way it sanctioned
 intercomnmunity marriages. (I owe this
 information to Amrita Chhachhi's excellent
 and as yet unpublished paper entitled 'Of
 Blood and Race: the Special Marriages Act
 Debates, 1862-1976'). In the arguments
 against the Uniforn Civil Code and Hindu
 Code bill patriarchal arangements continued
 to be defended as religious rights. Hindus
 were vocal in defending polygamy and
 opposing property rights for women on
 religious grounds. An identical conception of
 patriarchal arrangements has underwritten
 the defense of minority personal laws by
 community spokesmen. The underlying
 assumptions of these interested represent-

 ations were so well understood in the 1940s-

 1950s that Raj Kuiiari Amrit Kaur, Hansa
 Mehta, Ambedkar and Ayyar argued against

 freedom of religioni anid religious practices
 in the constituent assembly debates on the

 ground that inclusion of the word 'practice'
 would be used to prevent reform (Prasher,

 pp 223-25).
 27 On this latter point also see Prasher, p 274.
 28 Prasher, pp 161-62, 169-72,309- 10. Musliins

 objected to the Uniforin Civil Code clause
 in the Constitution. The Minorities

 Commission to whom the Adoption bill was
 later referred recoiminended that religious
 groups should not be excluded because

 "minorities within a religious miniority have
 the freedom to believe, profess and practice
 their own version of their religion" (ibid. pp
 17, 231). Regarding the Muslimii Woinen's
 Bill, it has been pointed out that rather than
 opposing state intervention in the inteinal
 affairs of the Muslimii cominunity. Muslim
 fundamentalists in fact secured state backing

 to enforce control over womeni (Amlrita
 Chhachhi. 'Forced Identities' the State.
 Communalisin, Fun(lainentalisin and Woinen
 in India' in Women, Islain and the State.
 Deniz Kandiyoti (ed), Temple Univer-sity
 Press, Philadelphia, 1993, p 167.)

 29 The desire tor an equlivaleence of male 'rights'
 was evident in the coimmon argumiient in the
 1950s (one still being made), that by not
 enacting a uniforin civil code the governmiient
 was encroaching only upon the religious rights
 of Hindus but was atraid to encroach similiarly
 on the rights of others (Parasher, p237). The
 most vociferous opposition to the Hindu Code
 bill in the 1940s camine fromii the Hindu
 Mahasabha; Shyamiia Prasad Mukherjee
 argued for a uniform civil code instead of
 reform of Hindu laws but even that code had
 to be optional! So cven at that timne the
 opponents of the Hindu Code bill, that is
 defenders of patriarchal privileges, were
 also proponenits of a uniform civil code!
 (See Reba Som, 'Jawaharlal Nehr-u and the
 Hindu Code: A Victory of Symiibol over
 Substance '. NM ML Occasionial Papers
 April 1992, pp 15-18).

 30 Prasher, p 114: Shahida Lateef. 'Defining
 Women through Legislationi' in For-gin,g
 Identities, p 50. In fact soine argued that
 Hindus would accept monogamy only when
 Muslims did (ibid, p 52)! Others compared
 compulsory monogamy to "racial suicide":
 it would destroy India the way it had destroyed
 the Roman Empire (Somi pp 20-21).

 3 1 A M Bhattacharjee, Mu.slii Lawv aniid the
 Counstitution, 2nd ed, Eastern Law House,
 Calcutta, 1994, pp 33-34; John Malcolimi,
 Sketch of the Sikhis, London, np, 1812, p 133.

 32 Bhattacharjee, Mu slimit La.w, pp 89-91, 99-104.
 33 The learned judge seems unaware of the

 figures for bigamiy and polygamy presented
 by the Census Commission of India, 1961:
 tribals 15.2 per cent, Buddhists 7.9 per cent.
 Jains 6.72 per cent, Hindus 5.8 per cent, and
 Muslims 5.7 per cent. See also Report (t
 Committee otn tle Status of' Wominent,
 Government of India, 1975.

 34 The ju . -'-Mnt even suggests framing a
 Conversion of Religion Act to check abuse
 of religion! This wotild be somewhat farcical
 if it did not fuel communal organisations
 seeking to whip up hysteriaover conversions;
 the VHP announced soon after the judgment
 that it was working towards setting> up; 0,000
 Hindu missionaries to meet the challenL (>f
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 Islamnicisation and Christianisation and the
 consequent demographic decline of Hindus
 (Hindui, July 3. 1995).

 35 Hindu personal law assisted polygamy by
 validating customary rituals and ceremonies;
 if saptapadi and vivahahoinacannot be proved
 then the marriage becomes invalid (Agnes,
 p 1125: and Flavia Agnes. State, Gender and

 the Rhetoric of' Lawt, Reform, SNDT
 University, Bombay, 1995, pp 199-200.

 36 For a discussion of these and other clauses

 and their creation of new anti-secular biases
 in somile area s see A M Bhattacharji who
 points out that many of these clauses violate
 Art 15 of lthe Constitution (Hindu Lawu and
 the Conistitutionl, Eastern Law House.
 Calcutta, 1994, pp 130-42: see also J Duncan
 Derrett, Religionl, Lawz anlJd the State in hIdia,
 Faber and Faber, 1968, London, pp 332-33,
 342; K G Kannabiran, 'Outlawing Oral
 Divorce: Reform through Court Decree',
 EPW, 29:25, June IX, 1994, p 1510;
 Bhattarjee. Muslin bLav, pp I 1 2-13; Prasher.
 p 100; Madhu Kishwar, 'Codified Hindu Law:
 Myth and Reality', EPW, 29:33 August 13,
 1994, p 2156. While the laws do not altogether
 preclude inheritanice on conversion they do
 make it inore dit'ficult and arbitrary.

 37 See Prasher lor details, p272' Since 1976 for
 instance Hindus who marry under Special
 Marriage Act inherit under Hindu personal

 law and not under the Indian Succession Act.
 This amendment by which Hindus would
 continue to be governed by Hindu Succession
 Act could detera Hindu fromii marryinig a non-
 Hindu womlan because then he would forfeit
 his rights to ancestral property (Agnes, Staite,
 Genider, p 200). The Act also has loopholes
 that can he used to prevenlt intcrcommuniity
 mar-riages (Chhachhi in Forging Identities,
 p 82).

 38 Christian womiien seeking reforms have
 produced a drftft hill of Christian Marriage
 Act with the uniianoLus assent of heads of
 churchies which is in abeyance since early
 1994.

 39 Pirasher. p 139.
 40 For instanice the new testamenietary provisions

 introdluced in the Hindu Succession Act with

 regard to aincestral property rendered property
 more imiobile in the han(d of individual male
 owners, prevenited fragmentation of' urban
 family husiness or fainily algricultural holding,
 and assisted fathers to obviate the newly

 given rigght of property to daughters, thereby
 taking away womilen's limited customary
 rights and tnaking the inan's will parainount
 (Soin, pp 45-46; Kishwar, p 2156). In fact
 the testamentary provisions were explicitly
 offered as a loophole through which to avoid
 giving women property (Prasher, p 128). For
 a detailed discussion of gender inequalities
 in this Act see Bina Agarwal, 'Gender and
 Legal Rights in Agricultural Land in India',
 EPW, Review of Agriculture, 30:12 March
 1995, p A-43.

 41 On this point see Prasher, pp 271-273.
 42 For ine feini nist agenicy is not merely women's

 agency but the organised initiatives of women
 and men cominitted to distributive justice
 and women's equality within a deinocratic
 and egalitarian framework; it does not include
 women cotnmitted to a right wing politics.

 43 Rachel Harrison and Frank Mort, 'Patriarchal

 Aspects of Nineteenth Century State
 Fonnation' in ('apitali.sm,. Stalte Fornmationl
 and Malrxist Thleory ed, Phi;ip Corrigan (ed),
 Quartet, London, 1980, pp 81-82.

 44 The clause on social reform was added due
 to the stated fears of Ainbedkar and others
 that freedoin to propagate and practice would
 perpetuate these injustices.

 45 It also carries the inflections of voluntarism.
 The historical co-ordinates of reforins during
 the colonial period were predicated on

 struggles within denominations. class
 fonnation, degrees of einbourgeoiseinent -
 effectively part of a historical process in which
 public male agencies were fornative and

 preceded those of women. The same historical
 process canniot mechanically repeat itself,
 and more creative. broad-based strategies
 need to be evolved.

 46 For a discussion of new orientalising
 discourses see Kuinkumii Sangari.
 'Introduction: Representations in History',
 Journal f 'Arts (anid Ideas, nos 17-18, June
 1989.

 47 In fact brahmninical law had aregionally variant
 status, and was often reduced to a useful
 embellishment for kshatriya hegemilony.

 48 In the debates on the Hindu Code bill,
 Ambedkar, noting the consequences of a
 conflation of religion and law. complained:

 The religious conceptionis in this couLntry
 are so vast that they cover every aspect of
 life fiom birth to death. There is nothing
 which is not religion aind if personal law is
 to be saved I aimi sure about it that in social
 matcts we will comiie to a stanidstill.. There
 is iiothing extraordinary in saying that we
 ought to strive hereafter to liiit the definition
 of religion in such a manner that we shall not
 extend it beyond beliefs and such rituals as
 may be connected with ceremilonials which
 are essenitially religious. It is not necessary,
 that the soil of laws, for instanice. laws relatting
 to tenanlcy or laws relating to succession
 slhould be governed by religion.... I persona1lly
 do not uniderstand why religion should be
 given this vast expansive jurisdiction so as
 to cover the whole of life and to prevent
 legislature from encroaching upon that field
 (CisliltuentAsse,nl lv Debates, vol 7. p 78 I
 K M. Munshi too wanited to split religious
 iiiiperatives from class reproduction. He
 argued against the protection of personial law
 fromil state intervention in 'secular' areas of
 religion or those that fell within the purview
 of social welfare or reform: he said if
 succession or inheritance related personal
 laws were believed to be a part of religion
 it would contradict the Constitutional plroitmise
 of sex equality (Parasher, p 227).

 49 Male individuation did n1ot conflict with the
 family or 'religion' in the way that female
 individua(ion did and still does. The Hindu
 Gains of Leariling Act (1930) provided for
 individual ownership of the income a person
 earned by virtue of his 'learning', it no longer
 had to be part of the coparcenary. This trend
 continued after independenice and with the
 Hindu Code bill men were allowed to keep
 their own earnings giving them the double
 benefit of male individuation as well as
 continued sharc in the coparcenary. As Agnes
 points out while a space was carved for men's
 individual property rights within the joint
 family, stridhan' for woinen was rolled back
 (State. Gen(ler, p 191). For a discussion of
 some of the gaps between male and female
 individuation see Kumikuin Sangari, 'The
 Amenities of Domestic Life': Questions on
 Labour', iSoc ialScienltist 2 1:.9-11I Septemnber-
 November 1993, p 20.

 50 Prasher, p 249.

 5 1 For discriminatory and patrilineal forms in
 devolution and tenancf rights in agricuiltural
 land. as well the vairiation.s in these in each
 state and in sptecific personal laws see

 Agarwal, pp A39. 43-45. 51-52.
 52 Legal coinpartimienitalisation siiumultaneously

 reflects and assists a wider process of class

 differentiation by devaluing or excluding
 certain categories of womeni's labour froin
 'work'. See Sangari, The Amenities',
 pp 2-3. 11-20.

 53 The conception of the family as private and
 beyond the appropriate intervention of the
 law has been an important (iiinension of legal
 reinforcement of womienl's subordination; it
 has been used to insulate from legal review
 the discrimination women face within the
 family (Ratna Kapur and Birenda Cossimian,
 'On Women, Equality and the Constitution:

 Through the Looking Glass of Feiminisim',
 National Law School Journail, 1 1993. p 56).

 54 See Kumnkum Sangari. 'Relating Histories:
 Definitions of Literacy, Literature, Gender in
 Early Nineteenth Century Calcutta and
 England'. in Ret'lisikinig English, Svati Joshi
 (ed), Trianka, Delhi, 1991, pp 39. 50-58.

 55 Sangari. 'Perpetuatling the Myth', p 30.
 56 Prasher, pp 72-3
 57 Prasher, p 76
 58 Personal laws were a-compound of custoiim,

 statute, usage and case law (Bhattacharji., p
 68). For the transfonnatory effects of case
 law see Bernard S Cohn, 'Law and the
 Colonial State in India' in Histioryv aimd Povver
 in the Study, of Lwvv: New Directions in Le,gal

 Anthropology'%. June Starr and Jane F Collier
 (ed), Corniell University Press, Ithaca. 1989.

 59 Prasher. pp 272, 99-100. The Anti-Hindu
 Code Coimittee headed by Swamiii Karpatri
 was claimiing that onily pandits could sanction
 change (Latif in Forginig Identities, p 49).

 60 For instanice of Punjab which had till then
 been under customilary law. For details of
 these provisions see Prasher, pp 102-03. 1 08.

 6 1 Article 25 says that the right to free(loim of
 religion Imlust include the right not to believe
 in any religion and even to be entirely atheiistic.

 62 The 1891 Census of the North-Westein
 Provinces, faced with the aiiiorphousiness or
 syncretisin of lower caste and class popular
 religions, eventually classified 'Hindus' by
 "striking out the memnbers of fairly
 recognisable religions" such as Islain and
 Christianity and calling "everyone else a
 Hindu" (Crooke. pp 240-42). The Lurther
 expansion of the term Hiniduisim. both
 backwards in time and by assimiliatinig more
 and more sects occurred in the early 20th
 century and bestowed a spurious unity
 (Heinrich voni Stictencron, 'Hinduisin: On
 the Proper Use of a Deceptive Teriml" in
 Hinduism Reconsidered, Gunther
 D.Sontheimer and Hermann Kulke (eds),
 Manohar, Delhi, 199'1, pp 13-16. Even Gandhi
 who believed in cominunal harmony had
 opposed conversion to non-Hindu faiths
 (Forrester. p 82).

 63 Prasher, p 104. In fact this legal definition
 of the Hindu was further extended, in order
 to protect niale coparcenary rights, to those
 Hindus not married under Hindu personal
 law by the 1976 amendinent of the Special
 Marriages Act.

 64 Veer Savarkar of the Hindu Mahasabha, who
 hated conversions of Hindus, wanted a
 national definition of a Hindu thatl could
 embrace Sanatani. Sikh, Brahino anid Arya
 Samaji and argued for a "racial anid cultural
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 unity" (Dhananjay Keer. Savarkaor oitdl li.s
 Ti,es,. A V Keer, Bomilbay. 1950. pp 130, 230.

 65 Prasher, p 109: Kishwa;r. p 2163.
 66 The Hindu Code bill imposed patrilineal

 inheritance on many groups that did not
 practice it. Since it was designed to bring
 about a unity of Hindus through legal

 unifonnity, it overrode textual and customitary
 laws or practices even when they were
 beneficial to woimen t(Kishwar. p 2152-2 158.
 2163). The rights of Jaim womeni to hold
 property absolutely (Praslier. p 120) would
 now get watered down by the testamentary
 provision. For its other gender injustices see
 Prasher. pp 1()7. 118-19. 128-2'9.

 67 Custotnis relating to cer-etinoniies of miiaiai;lge.

 to prohibited relationshlilps. anid to customary
 divorces werce saved anid could continlule to
 he oper-ative. hut no explanation was provided

 (Praasher. pp 109.111).
 68 The coparcenary clauses of the Hin(Lu Code

 bill woLtld chiefly be applicable only to upper
 caste/class Hindus. siince as Jack Goody
 points, the prolongedl association of upper
 groups was with joint uLidivided families'
 and of the poor w ith stetio houselhol(ds (711w
 Ancliet, the Orienztall ic(i l a /it P'rimitivce,
 Camibridgc University Press. C'anibridge.
 1990, P) 475).

 69 Prasher. ) 109; D)errett. Relig'ion. Law, Pp
 357-58.

 70 Bhllaittachlarjec. P) 32.
 71 Bhalttacharji. 1P 26: Lateef in Forging

 Identities, p 43, 45: Chhachhi in ibid. p 82:
 Maitrayee Mukhopadhyay. 'Between
 Conmlunity an(d State the Question of
 Womilen's Rights andl Personial Laws'. in ibid.

 p III , Prasher lPP 147-48: it did not apply
 to agricultural land, 99 per cent of all property
 (ibid. p 148).

 72 The Act had adver-se efl6ect on womilen in
 itiatrilineal coiimmunlities (Agarwal, p A52).
 Significantly M S Aney opposed the bill on
 the ground thait it would constitute a barrier
 between Hindus aind Muslimiis who interacted
 at imany levels (Lateef in For-ging ldentities.
 p 44).

 73 Such an option existed in Cutchi Metiions
 Act of 1920. See Prasher, pp 146-48, 150:
 Bhattacharji, p 26; Shahida Lateef. Muislimt
 Womtt ien lIidiai: Political mout Private
 Realities. Kali. Delhi, 1990. pp 70-71.

 74 Lateef, M,.slimi, Womtieni, p 7 1.
 75 Prasher, p 155.
 76 John L Esposito. Womtient in Muslimi Famlil!

 Lawcc, Syracuse, New York, Syracuse
 University Press, 1982, p 81: Prasher, p 151;
 Chhacchi in Forging lIleintities. p 82.

 77 Judges had used Muslim personal law in case
 of conversion by a non-Muslim wife to Islam
 to release her from a bad inarrriage as well
 as to release a Muslim woman from a marriage
 she loathed by converting fromn Islam
 (Bhattacharji, pp 86-87, 90-91).

 78 Rain Kuinari 1891 Calcutta 244; Budan. a vs
 Fatiimna, 1914 IC 697 MHC; Nandi Zainab vs
 the Crown ILR 1920 Lahore 440; Robasai
 Kl1hanimn vs Khodadtad Bomanji Iraini 1946
 BLR 864 and AIR 1947 Boin 272.

 79 Significantly Musliiii personal law was not
 applied to this case because both parties were
 not Muslim, but the samlle reasoning was not
 extended to Parsi personal law - in effect, the
 husband's personal law predominated.
 They entered into a soleinn pact that the
 mlarrialge cotild( beX mlonogamlous and couldl
 only be dlissolved alccordinlg to the tenets of
 the Zotoa.strian religion. It would be patently

 contrary to justice and right that one party

 to a soleimn pact should be allowed to repudiate
 it as a uLnilaiterall act. It would be tantaimount

 to permittinig the wife to force a divorce uipon
 her husband although he may not want it and
 although the imiarriage vows which both of

 theim have taken, would not permit it.
 (Bhattachalrji. p 88)

 80 Most recenily expressed by S P Sathe wh1o
 argues for a reforim ol (lifferenit laws for

 ditlerent comimilluniities froml the stanidpoinit of

 uniformi principles of gcnder justice. equality
 of sexes and liberty ol the individual: "such
 unlliformity can sustain the diversity of' the
 laws" ('Uniform Civil Code: Implications of

 Supr-eiuec C'ourt Iinteivenitioni', rEPW. 30:35,
 Septemibcr 2. 1995.

 8X1 Chatteijee. pp 1775-76.
 82 Chatterjee. p 1773.
 83 A,iz Al-Azietic has slhowIn bow probleiilatic

 such a differenitialist culiturallsimi is In the
 coontext of Euro-American racismn.
 Comprehending "both a libertariani streak
 and segregationism" as "miirror imaiges" it is

 like "racist heterophilia [which] wants
 I cLiltules' tocoexist in imerespatiality without

 initer)penetratiaing": "ThuLs we F'ilnd fu'Lsed inI
 racist aind antiracist (liscour.se alike the
 concept of non- iransnuissible lit'e styles". He
 critiquces the l'izn list uniidcrstanidinig of'
 difference in cultural relaitivisim, where the
 relations bctweein sclf' aind other are of
 "diff'ei-erene anid intiansis its'; their ensemible
 is sheer- plumility mier e geographical
 contiguity". The noin -Euir-opean world is
 relegated to -irreducible and ther-ef'ore
 irredecinmaible particulamrsin." Each 'culture.'
 for exaimilple Islamii is relpresented as "a
 imionaldic universe of solipsism and
 imiiperimieability, consisting in its imaanifold
 inistanices of expiressionis oftan essential selr'.
 He points out that "Islain is not a culture but
 a religion living amlidst very diverse cultures
 and thus a very inultiform entity". The
 "manifold historical t'ormnations - the
 European, the Arab. the Indiani" are each
 "highly differentiated but these differences
 or the cluster of such differenices, are globally
 articulated and unified 'by the econoinic,
 political, culturLal a;nd ideological facts of
 dominance. Each historical unit is, moreover
 Imultivocal, and Europe.. is no exception to
 this." "In this light the notion of
 incomimiloensurability and its cognates appears
 quite absurd," partly because historical units
 are not "hoimogeneous, self-enclosed and
 entirely self-referential entities, as would be
 required by the assumption of univocal
 irreducibility." Such assuinptions elide
 history, "lead to barren and naive relativist
 temptations" "dressed up" as "intercultural"
 "philosophical hermeneutic" and to "absolute
 relativism" (Islkanm.s anid Modernities, Verso,
 London, 1993, pp 5, 21, 40-41).

 84 Lovibond has persuasively argued that
 feminists cannot be indifferent to the
 modernist proinise of social reconstruction
 or the enlighitenimient promiiise of an
 emancipation fioim traditional ways of life
 and their arbitrary authority. From the point
 of view of feiminists 'tradition' has an
 unenviable historical record. Yet it is in the
 areaofsexual relationstliat 'traditional values'
 are proving hardest to shift. Thus tor feiniiists
 the project of imodernity is incomplete. "What
 then are we to immake of suggestion.s that the
 projec:t has run out of steami and thatl the
 momenit has passed for remaklling s.ociety on

 rational egalitariian lines'? How cani aiiyoiie

 ask ine to say oodbhye to 'emancipatory
 metanarratives' when iny own emnancipation
 is still such a patchy, hit-and-inisns affalir"
 Lovihonid critiques the distaste slhowin b
 postilnoderniist plurallismii tor moderniiist social
 movemilents towar(ls sexual equiality. Hei
 description of "quiet plulallisii" is almost
 prescieintly apppropriate lorChaitcrjec' s essay:
 the postinoderinist discovery of the local and
 customiiary. the advocacy of a pursuit of triutli
 orviltue within local. self co,tained discursiVe
 comimiiuniities whichi shouldl neithier hbe milade
 commensurable nior evaluated 1Iromii a
 universal stalndard: the attractioni for
 legitimation excerciscs cairried out in a self-
 consciously parocllial s)pirit.
 She points out that if feiinisili is not to be
 mere reloriiniisin it miuiist call inito qtiestioni
 pairish boundaries to achieve a thoimoughgoing
 global redistribution of wealth and resoour-ces.
 work and leisure, and requires "a systemiiatic
 approach to questions ot wealth. pwser anid
 labour." and to "ad(dress the structural causes

 of existing sexlual inequalitY. This...will entail
 opening a door once agaiiii to the
 enlightenment idea of a to1(11 reconstiliutionl
 of society on rational lines. Otlhcr-wise the
 niew pIliuralisimi is slimply status quoist. anid
 there are reactionary imlplications in the
 proposed return to customiiary ethics". Sabina
 Lovibond. 'Femiinismii aind( Postiinoderinisin'
 in Postmodetnis,in and .Societv. Rov Boyne
 and Ali Rattainsi (eds). St Maitins Press. New
 York. 1990. pp 161. 169. 171-73. 179
 Terry Eagleton pOinIts out that the universal
 values of the revolutionar-y bourgeoisc -
 freedomim, justice. equality - ait once pMromioted
 its own cause and occasioned it grave

 einbarrassimient wheln other subord iniiated
 classes began to take these imperatives
 seriously (Ideology: an Introduction, Verso.
 London. 1991, p 57). This contradictory
 character of enlighteiincmit values, at once
 enabling as a ruling class ideology hut
 threatening in their political universalisation.
 is as true of the erstwhile theatres of
 colonisation as of Europe. As Saiinir Amin
 shows, the univer-salisin ot the enlightenimient
 was undercut by its owin racisiii. western
 exceptionalism and exclusivisIn
 (Euro,entliis,n, 1 989. p 105).

 85 S N Roy, Uniifor-mil Civil Code'. Fr-on,tier,
 July 29. 1995. p 5-6. The judgment in the
 Sarla Mudgal case also imiplicitly uphiolds the
 Hindu personal law as a inodel for a secular-
 uniform civil code in a way that is dilficuilt
 to distinguish fromii Hindu imiajoritairiains.

 86 Peter Ronald deSouza. Righting Historical
 Wrong', (unpublislhed inis 1995). p 12.

 87 A differential set of histories of the
 constitution of ethiiicity could be extracted
 from colonisation. The impositioni of colonial
 rule on tribal modes of production. on those
 that were feudal or tributary, the subsequent
 migration ol colonised groups to iiimperialising
 countries, a;nd the demilography of white settler

 colonisationi. have thlemiiselves plroduced at
 least four dlistinct rcgisters of ethnicity. with
 mianiy specific suIbsets and with each of
 producing its owii further constellationis.
 Unlike many colonised countries. India
 already had comimplex anid variable patterns of
 deinogr-aphic scitlcmient an(d migration over
 the centuries accomipaniedi by new
 knowledges and technlologies, a1s well as a
 non-settler British colonisationl without a
 .substantial influx of mligranits or a wholesalle
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 decination of native populations with its

 accomiipanying logics of guilt and reparation.
 In the precolonlial period influential groups
 were formed fioimi both iminigrants and prior
 residents while no single religious group has

 a history of onilY victimage.
 The static, ascriptive definitions of ethnicity

 (and corollary policies of multiculturalism)
 as they have emerged in relation to immiigrant
 populations in Europe. derive from a
 conflation of origins', race and culture. at
 the expense of the dynamilc multiple
 constitutive coiiponents and differences in
 the so naiiied 'race'. Ethnicity claimis arc
 proinised little except a superficial cultural

 'autonomy' since processes of economlic
 assii lnlation and concoinitant homnogenisation
 have conitinued al)ace.
 The close asssociationi of ethnic identity

 claims with coiimmunity claimiis steims froms
 the way emigrationi cani function to reduce
 differences of stratification, nute or erode
 comiiplex local hierarchies. regional
 chauvinisins and class differences,
 producing a coherent comiminunity identity
 for emigres. (See for instance Winiston
 James. 'Migration. Racisim and Identity:
 the Caribbean Experience in Britain', Newt

 Lefi Review, 193 1992. pp 24-25. 29, 35.)
 Further, as the integrative capacity of class
 and class mobilisation declines, ethnic
 identities aind comimiiounity imiobilisation have
 becoiiie the language of social action.
 Multiculturalism ca.n lunctioni as an atteinpt
 to break with the imodcl of hierarchical
 assimlation in Euro-Ainerican countries
 where imirant workers are at the bottiom of
 the ladder. (See Kevin Macdonald, 'Idenitity
 Politics'. Ar(eJI. JuLie-Julv 1994, ppI 19-20).
 Mi norities ini In(lia canu niot he siniii rlrv
 identified as iniderclasscs or victlins of
 forcible trainsplaltation by the lcapitalist labour
 marikaket, and have beeni historically s.ibject to
 both prFoCesseS of exclusion and inclu.sion,
 as,siilaion anid othinci-lg.

 88 Postimiodeiniist multiculturalism is presented
 ais an alternative to liberal lluLiralisin. While
 the latter was shaped hy a modern
 anthropology stiressingt lie organic unity and
 bou0Jndcdnress olf CUItureS. the former is allied

 to a postmodern anthropology strIessilng
 permeahility of cultural boundaries, the
 impurity anld contaminitat ion of cultural
 systems., a;nd multiply constituted
 subjectivities. Critictal of Euroce^ntr-isill,
 ghettoisiti disCourses. atid hierarcihies
 betweeti minot an(l ilmajor communities. it
 reCSjectLs unlifidcd tixxed. essetitalisl ideiit iti es or

 cotrminunflics advocates a relationial
 imullticulturalisil motiltlitted to chamlgilng
 power relations a'md to giving sympathy and(
 ati e'pistemnological advantage to the
 oppre ssed.d
 Eairlier variants of postinioder-niisiti werec
 pr ianal ly iiterested in tlie psychic iiiterf:aces
 ofh rlibrdisation bctweein Europe and its so-
 called 'others' as determinimed by colonisatiOill.
 indifferent to thosc forts amid proocesses of
 htivrdisation on the subcontinenit that wer-e

 pior to or uimmelated to colonisationi, aiid
 alargely ignor-ed the interflaces of hybridisationi
 atmong, non-Europeanis. Tlhcse omilissionis,
 paraidoxically, helped to assimilate India (aind
 other i inlerialised formations ) iiito the liberal
 pirohleitatic of ethiicity and tiulticulturalisilm.
 TheX preocccmpatiotm with colonisamiomi has
 continuedl: a celebraltory, transgressmve,
 b)-(order rossing, hybrid. symieremic, mlultiply

 valenced inulticulturalisimi, is envisaged as a
 protest against or a reversal of colonial
 violence. B3ut soime recent versions now
 extend to precolonial syncretisin and non-
 European imulticulturalisi, as well as to the
 cosmopolitaniisins produced through the
 conjunctural overlays of European

 colonisation. These otherwise sharper
 recognitions of precolonial forimiations and
 social disparities are, however. located in a
 dreamil of decenitred hyperinobility or flux in
 which all types of inobility exist on a level
 plane of equivalence - whethier- of culture,
 power. subalternity, coinnouiiities or multiple
 individual identities. Material structuration is
 replaced by a spatial concur-renice of all that
 is from the 'past', ie, a coexistence of
 diver-sities in postinoder-nist tcrims which
 approaclhes, i f not simiuillates the synchron icity
 of the marketplace.(For a recenit exaiiiple see
 Ellen Shohat anid Robert Stain in late Intperi-al
 Culturei. Michael Sprinker (ed), Verso,
 Londoni, 1995).
 With the end of earlier formis of colonialisin,
 the inajor obstacle to this miulticulturalisini
 defined as a systeinatic principle of
 differentiation appears to be present national
 boundaries. The aniswer seeins to lie in an
 autonomiy for r-cstructuring intercoinimlunial
 relations. within and beyond the nation-
 state, accordiing to internal and partially
 overlapping iiiper-atives of diverse
 Commlil1un.ities. Howsoever plulal or mobile
 these commun ities ninay be. I do not see how
 Ssuch intra-coillLinual alliances cani hielp to
 resist cconoiimic imilpcrialisml or the tinitude
 imposed by economilc cxpoitation or to
 flOrnuMlate anci ehical horizonl againsi ws'hich
 to pose the qtU 'itSOnl of conummxon ri ehts.

 X9 The cultural history ol the subconitinienit
 Involved a prolonged process of alliainces,
 collaborations and antagonisms between
 inicoining groups an(l elarlier inhabitants
 leading to many types of 'inutual' re-
 forimiation at each stage. For inistance the
 tr anisniationial ideological coniiigur-ation.s
 forinie(l durinig the early coloniial period a-re
 oite SuIchI inistanice of 'rc-forinalion'(see
 Sangai i, 'Relatinig Historics' ).

 90 deSoulza. p X.
 91 In regTional and lill ilgiStic ()ol0PmInligs s.>uchl as

 Jat. Puntabi.l Rajput.i numerv lous denoiiui oatl ionls

 exist iticluLdinig Christ maim. Hinu(1. Musmzlin a(n
 Siklt.

 92 For earlier attemnl)ts to ci tiquie instanic.s of
 syncretisuns tl hat consoli(late patriarchal
 ideologies see thc sect ion1 oni Kabli in
 KuliiniLiuin Sangari. 'Miraba aii a the Spiritual
 Econoiomy of Blaktli . F V'. July 1990;: aid
 Sudesh Vaild and Ku kulimtiki Sangari,
 'In.s1tiltmons, Beliefs. Ideologies: Widow-
 imolatlion in Contemporary Rajasthan',
 l:JIV. 26:17, April 27, 1991, P) WS14-15.

 93 For in.stanlce if texts are cont rad(ictory
 regarding widow inmmnolallion tlici the teXtLal
 saniction had to he bolstered bvy cusiomary
 sanictioni.

 94 I)evaluing wontens belief systeimis was part
 and parcel of thc attack on Syncretic custolmis
 in the north in thc late- I9tli century: a large
 nuimber of woineicii OCCU)ied neil her orthodox
 Hindu nor Islaummic spaces in their religious
 pratices. See Sangari, 'I)il fTremntialing between
 'Hindu' and 'Muslin' Womiien'.

 95 On the lack of prractical unily of 'Hiimdu'
 onthodoxy as well as; the tensioii between
 cusitoma;ry law and the shalstrals see Goodly
 p 229.

 96 In actual practice law would oflten depenid on
 the king's will. subject to variation. while its
 transcenidant hori-,on reinained unialtered (J
 Duncan Derrett, T]ie Dharmasihasira aindl
 Juridical Literature, History of' Inidiaii
 Literature 4:4 Wiesbaden, Otto Harrowitz,
 1973, p 13).

 97 For instance in 1 8th century Malharashtra
 there were threc norinative cenitres -
 peshwa, caste groLip and dharamladhikari -

 making it possible to punish a person three
 tiines for one offcnce (Suiit Guha. 'An
 Indiani Penal Regim1e. Mahairashtra in the
 18th Century'. NMML Occasionial Paper,
 1994).

 98 See Sangari. 'The Amenities of Doniestic
 Life'.

 9'9 Prasher. p 302.
 100 Reforimis of Hinidu law in Mysore and Blaroda

 were imiore comprlieensive than in lpresidency
 areas (L)errett, Religion, bLiv, pp 327. 356.

 101 Agarwal, p A52; Prasher points out that several
 legislative imeasures inention local custoins
 rather than religious laws (p 68). For choices
 between customioary and person;al law see
 [)errett, Religion., p 359.

 102 ()n caste-law see Derrett, Religion, Law,
 p 287.

 1 03 See also Hasan in for;ging Idetiuities, p 60.
 104 Such as Goa, Maharashir;a anid Andhra.
 105 In soIme respects personal falws are

 universalisations of specific r egioni and caste
 based laws (sucfi as the coparcenary
 provisiolns in Hindu personal law) and\or
 sustain an 'internal' iinconsistency or

 (liversity despite nlliversalising attemilpts.
 Soime provisions are imerely a conitiniuationi
 ot laws in force prior to the dratling ot the
 Constitution, somie are unchianiged
 carryovers froImi British laws. 'HindLl' law
 remlainls unlcodifie(d in areas related to caste
 counicils, joint taiiiily, partitioni, religious
 endowmnents in all aspects except control
 of finanices - aid to confound confusion,
 falls into an atnorphous area described as
 customary/personal law (I owe this latter

 poilit to Rajec\ l)hawan).
 106 For inistance in thec Special Marriage Act, see

 note 37.
 107 1 owe this point to Vrinda Grover.

 108 1 owe this point Io Vrinida Grovcr.
 109 E P Thoitipson, Cusfoms in, CoImmio. New

 York. Ncw Press, 1991, p 97.
 110 Events of wi dow-i ininolation in

 contemp)orary Rt;ilasthan liavc beeii not only
 structur-ed in full kinowledge of prohibitoly
 law but also assembihled arouund the inability
 of existinig law to deal withi eitier
 comiilinunlity criiiies or the niexuLs bCeWeCil

 religion and( patriarchal ideologies (Vaid
 anid Sangari, p WS 60). Last yea-, wlhen a
 young miarried woiiian was raped. ihe Mina
 caste panchlayat (lecided. in the absenlce ol
 her husband, that since this hald brought
 shalmale upon the commiinunity she Coulld
 neither tilc ain FIR nor he given imedical
 attentioni: she bled( to death. A Saiisi caste
 panchayamt authlioised punishmentCM of' a
 hb-ide ftor failing ai customary coiniituniity
 virginity test - shei was to1tured. stripped
 and paraded publicly in the village (7The
 Times ol Imlidia, June 28, 1995). A great deal
 of work miceds to be done on the mole of
 family, kini-group, caste associationi, class
 segmnent in demeerinmiting whalt is custotitary.
 who the arlbitratinlg commilunities ' wi ll be.
 and the choice between the customlary alnd
 statutory.
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